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The prinoipal aim of this paper is to establish the relationship existing 
between particle dimensions and sieve dimensions for sieved particles. It is 
regarded as the first step in a more general program to provide a sufficient 
·theoretic.al background for ·\:;he optimum selection of screening eq_uipment for 
solid-solid separationso 
There is little d.oubt that the equally importan:b problem involving eluci-
dation of the relationship involving time required for particle passage through 
screens w'ill have to be solved before the theory vd.,ll be capable of dealing; with 
even the simplest problems of solids-from-solids separationo It seems that this 
problem may best be attacked through study of probabilities for particle passage 
through screens. If so 3 much of the material of this paper -will be relevant to 
the time-dependent study. 
The properties of density~ tendency to develop static electrical charges, 
mois·bure content.,, and possible others of a like :nature generally exert less 
influence on screening characteristics. They have been ig,-nored in this paper; 
the nature of the particles sieved in this study seemed such that careful control 
o.f these variables was not necessa.ry o 
.The abrasive and corrosive properties of the materials to be screened are 
important considerations from the view--point o.f screen life rather than from 
that of screen. operationo. Yet it is in the proper balance of initial cost and 
operating cost that the general problem e,f optimum selection must find its 
solutiono These properties have not been considered in this paper. 
The presentation of t.he :material i:tt t;he orden Introduction, Derivation 
of Formulae, :Experiments~ Rate of Sievi.ng 9 Na:bure of Particles; and Literature 
iv 
of Sieving, differs somewhat .from that ori.gi:nally outlined and differs markedly 
from the sequence in wh:1.oh t,he topics i/\re1:e sbud:iedo Perhaps an elucidation o!' 
-bhe development of the projeo't; will indion:te vth:y some of the now obvious weak 
points vrnre m)t recognized and sbrengthenJ,dc The stud.y of the screening opera-
tion was linked through ·t;he Nature of Pa:rt:i.i::Jles portion ·to a preliminary study 
of particle shape effects in solids f'luidiza:tion" The recognition or classif'i- , 
cation of solid partitiles as long 9 fla·tD or round@ led at once to the equivalent 
separatio1... problem and screening was selected as the most practical method to 
use. The ttthree~diemnsionait' screen was do-,reloped to effect the desired classi-
fication and was finally 1:n:i.0cens.fuL 'The success of' this method of separation 
was accompa..nied by the presentation of a s:lmila:r. pr·oblem in -i:;he separation of 
wheat-vetch mixtures and soon by th,, more general grain separation problem. 
Meam1hile, it 11vas deemed advisable to f':iud o:c' devise a suitable theory to 
explain the separations obtained and guide the attempts to obtain others. (At 
this time it was decided that the ma;te:rh1.l should be presented as a master's 
thesis$ rather thru.1 in the form of' a monograph on the screening operation.) 
Simul-i:;ai1.eously then -bhe work was oo.rrled on in four dirEJctions g a literature 
survey of screens and scr-een.ing was bet~1xt1, the equipment was further developed, 
the. mathematical analysis was conti.n:uedt and bl,.e grain mixtures fractionated. 
The grain mixtures yielded what wlu,, eo:i..1s1d,;';red. to be a. very good se"b of produo·ts 
in view of the equipment used. The 1.tterature survey and mathematical analysis 
were continued an.d other apparatus d.esigrwcL This apparatus was too lately 
finished to contribute to this pape!'e The apparent completion of the literature 
survey marked a natural period for the preBf:>nbat:ion of' the work done even though 
PREFACE 
some of the details of the mathomatical analysis were 11.cYLdiscoverecl er;: that 
time. ·uvhile the manuscript i:ms in prcparo:1:;ion nmv library resources became 
available to us and rovi sion of ·U10 literature survey was begun. The 
mathematical an.alysi s was rounded out and sor;io work on ths rate of siovj_ng 
clone ·while the manuscript vms being edited a..""1.d sue.Ji facts wor0 included in 
the final form. 
The attempt hc,s been made throughout the work to keep the outlook as 
broad as possible and yet consistent with the scope of a thesis. 
V 
The author owes much to a gre,1.t rna:ny people who hav0 contributed 'co ·\:;his 
papGr rn1cl wishes it wore possible ·'co acknowledge all such debts explicitly 
here. He at least hopes that those people whose names are not men-tioncd will 
a.pprecio.Jce and understai1d his limitations. To his teachers, includint::_; espeGia11y 
his fathor vrhose influence was by far the greatost 3 he o-cws the backg;rou:.nd and 
training necessary for the production of the paper. Acknowledgement is duo to 
Dr. William A. Kler.un vvho guided the projec-b -l,hroughout i-t;s life and to Dr. 
Charles L. Nickolls with out whoso 1:;,dviC',e ancl encouragemon"i:; it ·would hctve 
probably never been finished; thanks are due 1Iro E.'ugene McCroskey for advice 
concerninG mechanical clGtails and nmterial aicl in prepa1·ation of the pictures 
presented; other members of the staff at tl"le Chemical Engineering Depart:rn.ent 
of the Oklahoma Institute of Technology and follow students have alJ_ given 
freely of' their ideas. Thanks are du<:1 M:c. Roy No1lsch fo:r information concerning 
threshing machines. •ro Ivir. James Do Wolfe s Mr. Douglass Co Be:rrbon., Miss J. 
Jessie Hume, Tu1rs. J. Dean Hoffman~ and Dr. Darrell Shrove ·we owe gra'L;:iful thank:s 
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for critically reading certain portions of the manuscript. Mr. Garland J . 
Shepherd has contributed many· fine sugge.stions and much hard work to the 
making of machinery and to the final form of presentation of the paper . Mr . 
J. Dean Hoffman did much of the work involved in ma.king the pictures. The 
librarians at the Oklal1oma A. and Mo College libraries, at Tulsa Public 
library, and at Little Rock Public library have all helped cheerfully and 
vi 
often beyond the call of duty. Mr. Gordon Smith of the Engineering Experiment 
Station of the Oklahoma Institute built the device pictured in figure (8) :wh.ich 
represented a considerable advance in practical machinery at the time . A 
great deal of credit is due to the author's mother who typed the major portion 
of the final manuscript under very trying circumstances. and to }.fi.ss Clara 
Louise Pruess. Miss Marque Swartz. Mrs. Opal Jiles, and Miss Frances Ann 
Stewart, all of whom typed more or less of the material presented. Litho-
graphic negatives were made by the Stillwater Photo-Engraving Company. The 
final printing of the material was done by Miss Ethel Kidd. 
All errors discovered in the paper have been corrected. However, undisoovered 
errors probably remain in the paper and their discovery will be appreciated by 
the author• sinoe the way to true .!'acts lies in aclmawledging and eliminating 
errors at the earliest possible dateo 
The author's own feeling for this paper at this time is that is is merely 
indicative of what can and should be doneo If the paper promotes an interest 
in sieving problems, and, most important, if it leads to new data and better 
ideas concerning these problems. then it will have served the purpose for 
which it was primarily written. 
July 3, 1951 
Joe Bill Hocott 
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SIEVE ANA.LYSIS - INTRODUCTION 
11:istorical Background 
An atte'!Dpt to ascertain the history of screens or sieves uncovers much 
contusion. There ean be little doubt that sieving is a very ancient art;. 
Riege11 classifies them as follows, 




II. Screening Surface Moves 
A. Revolving oylindrice.1 soreel1S 
B. Flat screens 
l. Electrically vibrated 
2. Mechanically vibrated 
a. Gyratory and Reciprocating combined with balls 
b. High speed tapped 
c. Positive circle throw 
d. Reciprocating m.otiontt 
Each type represents a development of the art and each has its ow.n 
histo:ey. 
1 E. Raymond Riegel.• Chemical Machinei,:. P• 43. 
1 
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ffld1e apeoit1o dates tor the intreduotion. of the various types ot screens 
OIZl not be gl.TG th91 can be roughly approximated. Those stationary screens 
o1ueitiecl above as "erect" and. "shaking" have histories extending from as early 
a, 4000 .• B• o. t.o th.e present. The ·•'.erect"· screen is commonly seen · today in 
oon1truo1:iion work for. screening concrete aggregate. The '"shaking" aoreen of 
th.ii ola11itlo1:b!on :Ls :Lnterpreted to mean 'What is more oo:omumly called a 
•test:Lng 1:Leve".toda, and.what was classically called a sieve or hand-riddle. 
The ·•1utergeas" is of relatively modern origi11. It is also known as the 
•tui-b:tza:e· a:tfteJ!'" beoausE!.of :I.ts construction• Revolving "cylindrical screens" 
or trmmnela we:re·the industrially important screens of' the Nineteenth century. 
Vibrating "flat soreena" are mentioned 'bf Ria'b.ards ill Vol. III ot his tt0re-
. -
J>re11ia5"2 aa 11n-a:Ad.untr:Led.:Ln l90B. Fifteen yea.rs later they were discuss-
ed. ltut 'brieti.t. by' ldwa:rd s. · W:tard :ln "Hand.book !!. Chemical Engineering"3. 
!hey are·'bhe iaclu'brially important screens of today. Th.us 33 pages of 70 :Ln 
'taggart•·•· ··- •l{Qcl'book !!,.. Jl.neral l)ressin5"4 (1945) are devoted t, vibrating 
·1oreen1 aa4 oal1·11·pagea to all other tJpea eombined. Many 4:tffere:nt means 
tor oaumc •• ribratS.OD have been employed in this torty-yea.r period.. 
· n, ,reoiprooating motion,. meoban:toally Tibrat-ed, flat screen" mentioned 
in th!• 011.11!.t:l.oation :l.1 usually oalle4 a shaldag aoreen~ Thia screen enjoy-
ed. :I.ti gz-eai,ee'b popularit,·clving the last quarter of the nineteenth century 
-4 1'kt ·1:1.r1t q,'U&l"ber ot the twatieth oentvy. 
a lo'beri •• i:t.ohar41, .9::!-Dre11:t:a.5 
I · Dcma14 · L Liclclel, _ Id.., ltac.ook. 9!. Ohemioal Enpneer:l.ng 
4' U'bhv ,. !aggart, •••. lmd.book !£ 16.ner&l Dre11ing 
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The wse ot sieves is iatimately associated with many industries and some-
tling of their history ~ be learned by 1:1tudy of the histories of these 
industries whioh include: (1) ore-dressing., (2) paper and pulp mamd'a.cture. 
(3) soil analysis• etc •• (4) sugar industry'., (5) pigment and paila.t i.nd.ustry. 
(6) cermdc hdustry. ('l) cement industry. (8) fertilizer industry. (9) coal 
separation• (lb) chemieal mauui'a.cture• (11) eoke (a.nd gas) indastry. (12) drugs. 
meticines• and:' cosmetics manufacture. (13) explosives industry. (14) rubber in-
dustr,-5 •• (15) seed. cleSl1ing and harvesting• (16) powder metallurgy. md (17) 
flour millhg. 
. . 6 
For example• Jacob states. "A large square sieve was also used for sep-
ilratiag-" and "Thai;- best bread was of 'Whea.t. made from a specially- sifted 
tlcnJl""·· The context indicates that this was prior to 3000 Bo a,. 
Certain moditioaticms of screening machinery- a.re partieular to single 
industries. fhe pulp and paper :4J,dustr;r is probably- the outstanding example 
ot this poini. with its sliver screens• diaphram. screens. and variety of rotary 
7 . 
screens .• 
Something · ot the history of sieves• etc. may be learned by stuey- of the 
etymology of the words denoting the apparatus. Cassell 9 s Le.tb. ... Eo.glish and. 
Ea.glish.L~tiJl Dieticmary-8 which deals with "ela.ssical" Latin gives th.e f'ollff-
:f.ng intormationt 
. 6 Theodore R. Olive and R. Borris Shreve,. Chemo & Moto•s Chemical Engi~ 
ueer1n5.Flaw Sheets, P• vii .. 
6 ·J&eob• Six Thousand Years ot Bread.;tt PP• 22 & 35,. .....-. ~- - . 
· 7 G• s.,. Witham. Sr_., Modern Pulp ,!!! Paper Making 
8 J. R. V, ~rohant, ]4!. and Joseph F. Charles. BoAoo Ca.ssell'sLa.tin-
ED.1&lish aad En.i3:ish .. Latill Dicrhionar:y. 
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,ttt .. ·v-. tr. eribrare (Plino) cri'bre0 
c:r!b~i• n. (from root ore, ori)" 
ID. K>'~f<017S • Eagliaa.Greek e.ud Greeb.E:nglish Diotio~ 1.¥e tiud these 
cleftait!4*Bt 
""d•W • "Lr,] l(o~t1liOI' (7111) , 
11.ri •@1.f,:} l(or/o >1• 1'-"1 """""J/IAJ//-eut, i!1V)- l ', w // 
' ' -iags I «Tf'Of<OtJ-1( zµ'Zd°'&« (~) 
,· ' ' . 
l(oo/Ce.v, •Swf')to bolt• to s:ttt, - olll( (~) 
4 
tift:tnga. -a-,J,'oC /7b) sitt,ingJ •tr7os /1),sittecl. 
/«Jo-/(lJIO'ff'J'DS (o), · - sievemiaker 
KOtT/CtP-0/J ('fo) • sitter., sieve, c,.;dttJ/:reJ.« (;;)1 
·. clivbat.ion b;y the sieve". 
While lMrii particularly good proof II these quotations are good. incli@e.tiens 
that sieves werci, mown te the ROll!l&US ad Greeks.in early t:tmes<> 
'fh.e· Oxford: En.glish. Dioticmaryl-6 gives a. enellent ac@tnmt of the terms 
sieve• riddle- sift• and.·soreen sh.GWillg 'the El.evelopma.t of these terms fr<i'ml 
aboui; ?26 A., ». to 1200 A. ». up to dateo Th.e .f'oll1/Jllll'ing uses are :n.m.ed h>om 
quota.t1oas fr• this dictionary- with the date for the quotations (1) Cookery 
. . - -
{1430 A• ».i . (2) Maauf'acture of gm:e,owd:er (1508) {I) Gra1n-@l$am.ng (1530) 
(°1440) (4). Milling meal (1440) (5) W~purification (15'7'7) (G) Ask-siftmg 
(1681) (Y) I4me a:nd (8) S~sifthxg {1103)• 
9 kYKKOJis, English-Greek all.4 Greek..h.gliah Dicrtiona:;y: 
lO James A.H. ~~,.,. llen17 Bra.dlq • wt,\ Ao Oraigie and. O,o!.o Onions~ Edso , 
?lie ~era E.ag].isb. Dietionary 1III P• 652• 1ll P• 2"/ia-
15 
A:.a.oi;her mede ct' attacking the problem is femid in stuq ot th.e materials 
from which· sieves are made and their histor.r• These include; Cloth.- wood.-
copper. l>~ass• steel •. stainle,ss steels., monel metal,. etc. · Some of these mate-
rials a.re relatively new• others are so old· that they have vague· and uncertain 
pqts. 
n.:re. are save~ good reasons for Su.pposin,g th.a-\. the first sieves vere 
. . \ 
-.de· from oloi.h. In tac\• mi.y piece of cloth is. a sieve; how 1011g the @10th 
wa.s .. utilized 'by m.em.\m.til this tact was recognized is U1'llal.ovm.. It was prob-
abi7 ;o.ot toe ieag. 
Tlle origin ot cloth is also lost ill antiqw:by having begun ill the early 
stae age wb.ieh. encled about 4000 B.o. 'fb.ere ~s evidence from the Egyptian 
1;ombs that wea.v.bt.g was a highly- dewloped art at that t:ime. 
An. an whose "bim.e of origin was either the same as 1ha:t ot eloth..mnT:lfae-
. i»'lu'e. or earlier :ts basket weaving. 'rh.e raw materials used for basketry occur 
na:burti?,-17 and several of: them are usable in their 11a.tural state. .1tbst · eleth.s 
l"'equire aptm i;hJreads. .Chmceivably-, however,. the first .,cloth• was woven. from 
g:r:'~~es er_ s1ndiar material. .At a :nm.oh later date the use ef' bamboo sieves ill 
:p~p~r ~:ng by the Chinese is reeorded·., De.rd Htmter11 gives the date f f.lr 
. ' ' 
this aocompiialuna-b at about 1501 A~n. He is. of the opinion that the "inrovett . .., .. -~ -· .. -- . . . . . . ·' -- .. - . . ' . . . 
c_,1~) ~;d. -ns used some 50 y-ears earlier. This "wove" mold is woven fil"mn 
CIW$ gras.s; 
n..· 'WI .. : 'If :metals in maldng sieves is obscured by- time. It is known 
. . ' 
that th& Egnrbians made iron about 4000 B•C• and it is possible that an idel!J. 
ot their applioations of' it coulcl be gained from stuq of their :meta.l. working 
6 
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tools. Tll.e Assyrians are said to he.ve been sk:L.lled iron workers. Wire draw-
ing was not discovered until about 1300 A._DoJ until that time W:il"e wa:s made by 
hammering metal into thin sheets, cutting it into"· narrow strips, e.nd hammering 
these round.. It is probable that little time elapsed 'between the first ma.king 
ot wire and its wee.vil'l.gJ the initiation of neither of these procedures he.s been 
established with any certainty. 
:Manutaoture et Sieves or Screens .• ------ ....... 
Sieves are ma:n.uta.e'bured in a very well defined range ,ot sizes~ . roughly 
from about 4 inohes (100 ooo;,< ) down to 37!£ (0.00146 inches)..; While these 
limits are rather arbitrary there a.re reasons for their existing. 
Abo'" the upper limit of about 4 inohes sieving must compete with meas .. 
urements b;y means of rulers, or oalipers. The latter is more accurate and 
require, less power,· it oan not be me.de automatic without deviating from nor-
mal p:rooedure. Secondly• above this limit particle dimensions are in l'l1Eley 
oa1e1 1ubjeot to tair oontrol in m.anuf'a.otu.re and are hence knovm.o 
ho excellent reasons exist for the bottom limit. First, it is technoi .. 
ogioally almo1t impossible to manufacture a screen having more than 300 to 400 
openiag1 pe:r linear inoh with satistaotory preoision: this reasOl'l. might be soon 
outdated• '?he seoond :reason is that ~e oapaoity of a screen varies inversely 
with tho "diamote:r" of ita aperture (a:o.d preeuma.bly cost of screening closely 
parallels H,paoity) 1 thus in finer and finer sizes sol"eening loses its prin-
o:Lpal advan:bagea ot high oapa.oit, ad low eost. Certain dev-elppw.e~:tfl may give 
1oroenin.g tome oth.e~ adve.utages,, but in tine soreening thss.e .two will be much 
1111 :tmporiantth.au other oonsiderations. At this· time it seems extremely u:n-
1:f.kely that tho limita ot soreening will be broadened beyond $ or a inohes to 
6 or 8 m:1orona. Perhaps rea.sen oan. be advanted. to justU.'y this expa.u~ion• 
SIEVE Am.Ll"SIS = INTRODUCTION 
Theoretically9 of course9 there are no limits beyond 'Whioh screening can not 
be applied0 Filtration8 dialysis 9 and even diffraction phenomena can be 
regarded as "\screeningn pro@esseS===but the nature at the screen opening and 
of the particle dimensions are rather vagfle for these cases8 and other forces 
probably become exceedingly impo:rtru:1te 
'1 
Two methods of m.auu:f.'act'illl"ing a©@«:nmt f'.~r the great :majority of industrial 
screens now in use; these are the wea:vi.ug ~:r wire and the punching of metal 
plates 0 These two processes lead to pr@du©ts whiM are competitive in certain 
size ranges but defi:ni te trends have been established., Punched plates a.re 
usually preferred tor the hea~=duty of ~:lLzea approximately 1/4 or 1/2 inch 
up; woven wire screens are manuf aiotwred in i:lize§ll .tirom f'our inches to 3'7 
by weaving • on immense power loo:mB o They are man~i'aotured from a wide variety 
of metals including steel9 copper9 brasst> bronzev phosphor~bronze9 monel. stain-
less steels9 etc. They may be fini8hed by gal,m;nizing9 tinning or lacquering 
'Where this is desirable®12 ~ Onesi of t.he ptin@ipa.J. problems in woven wire 
screens is the obtaining of a. uniform apertt1.reo, Various devices 9 (usually some 
forms of crimping) have been ~lcyed t@ 1111 lo~k00 the wires in .fixed relation-
ship to each other. 
Only the most general statemauts may be made ~onoerning the ma.'l'J.uta.eture 
of punched plate sieves., Taggart13 list~ the i'ollffllfing types of punched plates 
availa.blea 19 (1) round9 staggered.i (2) squaret> straight raws,9 staggered rows; 
(3) slotted,, hit""an.dc>llliss side'lllm,yS.9 hit""ande2miiss endways 9 diagonal, straight 
parallel rows 9 all full=open or burred00 0 
12 Thew~ So Tyler Coo~ Woven Wire Soreens 9 pp~ 7 9 98., 
13 Taggart, Opo cito Po '7=14 .. 
SIEVE AD.LYSIS • ll'n®W'fIOH 
.Am8ng ether methods o-t :manu.f'acture o£ sereens. whim deserve men.ti.cm are 
electrodepositlc:m. on a matrix made by any ot several patented precess~s_9 and. 
sinter:t.n.g together pmrdered metal particles in a sta.bµ.,,s steel, ele©trieally 
",#;L 
heated :moia. 
A n:mriher et patents have been issued for the ma.nuf'a.ctva of si0reens by 
. - .. . 14. 15 16 17 18 19 - · -
elee1a,edeposition.., "- • 11 " " At least one of im.ese pr(£)~e_ffl!ses he.B rea®h ... 
·,·! .. 
ed 'the stage et commercial. importe.u~e. The pri.n@:ipal advan.'tage 0£ this method 
is the eJ.,ese toleraces which may be aiehieved in the smal.ler apertureso. 
Screens ot ·•400 mesh" __ made by this method ue availabl8o Taese possess these 
advantages and ilsadvantages 9 whili1>h pi:m.ched plates have as compared with woven ... 
. wire screens. 
While the powder metallurgv method is the subject of a patet20 • :ao m .... 
stanee of the eommerid.ally a.vatlable screen. made therby iis Im.mm t@ this m:ii:tb.or • 
The importance of the process as we see it~ be appreeiated 'by ms.l®gy• A 
fair screen ~ be made 'by paeld.Jlg steel balls of' tm.if'om. size in a. fram.e s@ 
that they are omstrained to remain essentially fixel in positi<0011i thi5i a.pertwres 
. 14 Edward o. Norris., "Elec'.t;rolyt;ic Pr@d11e'ti0ll 0f Foiramin<m.S Sheets @?> 
Screens of Metal Suh as Coppei-»w- .!!_ !!,. Patent 2 166 3660 . . 
l5- Willem Van de Pol., "Sieves 9 w_ tr. S,o Paten'b 2 221 5020 -----------
lG Wa'tson Beebe 11 "Electroly{;i~ Prodll©tion of Fine Mesh Metal Sci-reens-o w 
u. s,. Pa:bents 2.. 22.5.133 md ...46 ----- --
_ l"l Edward 00 Norris~ •1:le©tl'olyti1C Prod.ucrl::ion of Fine Metal S@~ee:ne.?• 
u. s. Patents 2 226· 381• ...Z~ ""39 aad ...4:., -- . ~·.--, -~ 
l9 Bertram O. Kathe,, "Electrodepfllsi"b:Lonb• ~!!_Patent 2 381 9110 
%$ William. Go Cal.kins., Roy Eo Blue., and Ward Wo Marvin" wpOVlfdered ... Metal 
Produets Stteb. as Screen Materis.1 41• .!!!:, 2 Pa.taut 2 267 3'12o 
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are the iaterstiees 'between the spheres. It the spheres are veey·sma11 they 
,· 
\ . . . . 
ecm.sti wte a "powder" which. while it oan not be conveniently put in a frama . . , 
oe:n eonoeivably be fused into a screen piate by the'sintering proieess of pcmr-
der me,ta.llurgy. Tlle utility of such a n screen" must 'be determined experimen-
tally• Gf oovse. For a. "sereen" the particles should be but a. single layer 
deep-which. is an importa.ut consideration. For filterstt hmre~r. multiple 
' 
layers of partieles is all right~ The age-old sand filter is an excellent 
exa.mpl,e. 
Relations Be-tween Sieves and other Equipment 
Sieves exhibit two different types of relationships with other equipment. 
On the one hand is the relationship in purpose ranging from solid-solid sep-
aration in the dry state,. through. wet screening to filtration.. There is no 
sharp dividing line between filter media and screening media. The jig contains 
a sereen as an integral part of its mechanism and might be Cil:mltlEtived of as a 
screening operation in a restricted sense. • An interesting analogy can be draw.n 
between screening and tabling since both have component elements 1Nhich a.re res ... 
tr.io~ive spaces joining less restrictive spa.oeso These two devices again hav~ 
a common purpose in lllSJ1Y" cases. On the other hand is the relationship in nature 
- - ·-
connecting the fixed openings of the sieve with the variable openings of crush ... 
ers •. A number of crushers employ screens as integral parts of the crusher0 
The stamp mill is. an exa:mpleo 
10 
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A surTfST of tke. available and easily ~oeessible literature revealed only 
one clepartaJre f'rom the cm.sta of designating partiele size as the mean. "dimen-
sicm.11. of the retaining sieve and the last ncm....t'eta.iniug sieve. The one excep-
tion. involved an i:melucidated graphioa.l ~ysis based on the ass-mnption of a 
rhoml>io seeti• of' the particles sieved.1 
'fhia proeed~e is inadequate in most cases f'or at lea.st two reasons. 
First • . ~l s~,;r.iqa.1 particles can b~ defined precisely by a single timension. 
SeooD.d.- the restraint imposed by diff'erent types of sieves gives dif.f'eren-t 
kinds of information ecmeen:i.ing particle dimensions. 
· -, . !he procedure used in the derivations of' the f'ormw.a.e presented is quite 
general a:ad eeulcibe applied to a:ny type of sieve opening and to any particle. 
The general ideas'have been retained. as a model. The explicit specific oases 
have been discussed which seemed most interesting from the viewpo~ts of 
simpliijitj. approxima.tion to existi:ag' equipment. and convenience. An in.finite 
. ' ' 
number at other specific formulae em be derived from the general formula 
presented.; eomlitions will determine the profit with which the;r may be so 
derived. 
·. ' . . 
These equaticms bemg independent of time as they a.re can be considered 
as a first step in the development of more general and more useful equations 
to pz-evide a suti'ieien'b theoretical backgretmd for the optimum selef;'pti.on of 
screening equipm.an.t for solid-solid separations. 
l- Gordon Rittenhouse• "Relationship of Shape to the fassage of G!"ains 
Through Sieves•"' .. :uia.. Eag. Cham.;. .A:nal. Ed. 15• (1943) 153 ... 5. 
I '•, • 
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Limitations of time• equipment, and ability have go.verned the scope of' the 
material studied. The heart of this paper is to be found in the formulae of 
_t}:ds section and experimental evidence. both qualitative and quantitative9 which 
is presented in -their light. 
Assuming that the dimensions of a particle., 'Whiab. will pass a series of 
sieves and will be rejected another series of sieves• are completely defined 
by -the di:m.en.sions of the sieves will al.lw us to write certain . mathematical 
equations which should be useful in defining the products obtained fron1. sucll 
sets of sieves or in designing a set of sieves to effect certain separations 
or definitions of products. This first broad assumption might be expressed as 
a mathematical equation: 
.f(L,,W,.T.,di,<Iz--etoo,d1' ,,d2t-eto.,.,dl m.,d211 ........ ete0 ) = () 
Where L = "length.tt of particle 
W = "width" of partiole 
T = "thickness" of particle 
d1•~"d1'•d2•,d111.,d211 ~ etc.= dimensions 
necessary to define the sieves., 
(1) 
That this equation is generally true has yet to be prevedp but it has 
utility as a sum:ms.ry of ideaso The ·terms "length"., "width", a:nci' "thickness" 
are to be taken cautiously, since it is difficult to define them for eertain 
irregular particles. Equation (l) is usually too broad to be useful; the ii.mo-
tional relationship between its variables has yet to be discove:redo With this 
in mind we propose definition of' the dimensions of -the particle separatelyo 
Thus assuming that the thiekness of a partiele ('Which we shall define arbitra= 
ily as its least overall dimension) may be completely defined in tems of the 
14 
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sieve througja. which it will :f?S.SS and the dimensions of a sieve ihrough. whieh 
it will not pass we may write: 
ffl:l.ere T = "thickness*' of -the particle 
s1 .s2,s11 s1:!~f• ete• = dimensions 
necessary to define the sieve system. 
ffllieh in turn defines the partiC\la 
''thieknesstf 
(2) 
This equation is usef'ul onlywhen"thiekn.ess" of the particle has definite 
physieal meaning• and when the dim.ensions neeessacy to eharacterize the sieve 
system. are knO'Wll. Until we speoif'ioally state otherwise we shall assume that 
. I . 
"thickness" of the particle refers to a definite physical dimension., 
For · the case where a single dimension se.rves to define the sieve -thr\Vlugh. 
'Which 1il.e particle will pass and a single dimension serves to define the sieve 
through 'Which the particle will ·not pass,» equatio:n ( 2) simplifies. to i 
. (3) 
Ii' f(T) represents some prope~ of the pa:rtiole dependent on T 11\Jhi@h 
deter.mines that the particle will pass the sieve in o:ne case and will not 
pass the sieve in the Rext ease~ it is logical ta suppese th.at:: 
(4) 
15 
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(5) 
It we J.i,mit ourselves to those oases -where: 
f (1?) = 1? ( a) 
Su'bstitation of iite valu ot f (1?) from equation (6) inte equation (5) 
serves to . give us ·a general ex,pression for thickness of pa.:rtieles in. terms of 
sieve dimensions alone: 
(7) 
Two prol\.edures might be followed in detemning the width of a particle 
in terms o£ the dimensions of sieves_. . Firstly, the p8l"tiole might be 
constre.in.ed to move so that the 'Width was -the only dimension subjee1t i.o the 
:measuring restraint. Secondly, the thickness of the particle might be. estab ... 
lished• the sectioJOAl area ( OJ:' .other :f'tmotion of thickness and width.) estab ... 
lished. by use of proper sieves •. and.. the width calculated th.ere.fromo. 
We Y:1-11 diseuss only the second procedure outlined above in this paper. 
Th.is treatment closely parallels that £0r definition of partiele thiielmess0 
Assume th.at the width of a pa.rtiole (which we shall define as its se~ond 
smalies:t dimension) may be completely defined in terms of the dimesions of a 
sieve "ln:rou.gb. 'wh.ieb. the particle will pass and the dimensions o£ a sieve 
through. which the particle will net pass, and the thickness of the pa.rtielea, 
we may v,ri:ke: 
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Wherer T = "thickness" of the particle 
W = "width" of the particle 
<\•da•~' .,~, • etc.. = the dimensions 
necessary to define 
the sieve system. 
16 
(8)\ 
A.s before., the number of dimensions required to de.fine a sieve is depend-
ent on the nature of the sieve. We shall limit our discussion to the relative .. 
ly simple cases where each sieve is defined by a single dimensionll round and . 
square holes• 
For the case where eaoh sieve of' the pair maybe defined by a single 
dimension equation (8) sim.plifies. to:, 
Where: d1 am ~ = diameters of' sieve openings,, 1 and 2 
respectively. 
(9) 
Ii' t(! .,w) represents some property dependent on T and W • whi<!3h determine~ 
that the particle will pass one sieve and £ail to pass the other,, we may write a 
(10) 
Ineq"\lelity {lo) may be written in the form of an equationz. 
f(T.,W) 
a_+ d + a_. - d~ .. "":I. 2 J. &:, 
= ----2 2 (11) 
17 
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For sieves consisting of r~und holes and particles of rectangular section• 
I 
it may be demonstrated thatg 
(12) 
From the solution of' this equation f ©it" 11'{ t> and setting up new inequalities 
and equations it follO"Ws thats: 
Alte:r:nately9 solution cf equation (12) ford and substitution in inequal-
ity (10) lead to identif'i@ation of' :f('T.oW) as {w2 + T2 and make equation (11) 
read 3: 
(14) 
It may be demostra.ted that equations (13) and (14) a.re consistent. The 
choice between· them should be governed by the problem being considered and the 
oonvenie.noe of the appli@ati1i:in of' the equations& 
For sieves oonsisting Qf square holes and particles of rectangular cross-
seotion9 Ml the other hand., equation (12) mu.st be replaced by a different 
equationo iee& equation (9) takes the for:m,g 
w = (15) 
Where B = the smallest angle. whi©h the side of 
the parli@lre "Dakes with the side of 
d gg length of @ne dd.ie of the square sieve 
18 
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For the sake er· simplie:ity we may use in place ot equation (16} a. pair of 
eqmticm.s a: 
ors: W == d 1f - f: (When. T ""d( Y2 - 1)) 
When equa.ti~ (17) is used to define equation· (9) it follows thats 
or al ternatelya: 
«t'r1 - f + (°1.~ - .,, w = . . .· . .. + 
. ... 2 . -
Equation (19) ma7 be written alsoa 
i1yi _ T •(da-y2 - T) 
2 
. ..r.::-~ + d2 + d1 - «21 
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er alteniately: 
This is entirely equivalent i;{) equation (7) except that it dei'i:m.es W 
instead of '·• 
As before, two procedures m!gb.t be foilwed in determining the length of 
a particle in terms of the di:mensics ef sieves. Firstly. the particle might 
be eonstrs.ined so that the length is the only dimension subject to the measur-
' ' . 
ing restraints. Secondly, the thiekness and width of the particle might be es-
tablished lby any means, ieme f,mction of length., 'Width and thickness established 
by sieving with proper sieves and the length calculated therefrOlllo 
· Agail'l.,-.an.ly tu second procedure is to be discussed in this paper. !his 
treatment closely parallels those preceding it for definition. of particle thick-
ness and partiele :width. 
Assuming that the length of a particle {which we shall te:uq;,orarily define 
as tl:ie third smallest dimension et a particle [largest dimension may be bettef]) 
maybe eempletely defined in terms of the thickness and width of the particle 
a:a.d the 4imensions of a sieve through whi.mi the particle will pass and the 
dimmsiens of a sieve through whi·c'h. tb.e percicle will not pass we may writes 
(24) 
As prerieusly stated, the nlllDber of dimensions retauired to d.ei"ine a. sieve 
is liepend.en-b on the nature of. the sieve. 
Si:llee t1u, $hq,lest sieve we have been able to dev.ise to ef'.fect the sep• 
~atia et particles of different lengths {with the same cross-sections) 
20 
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requires three dimell,Si.OJJ.s for its definition• we shall limit ov disAssio:n. to 
that ease. Equation (24) simplifies t4Da 
(26) 
Fellowing our unal procedure., U' f'(L;w.1.r) represents smae property/of 
a particle ( dependent on 1. w, .a:i:id T) 11 'W'ldch determines that the particle will 
pass OD.e sieve but 'Will ut pass another I> we may write t 
,.,. 
Where:: :f( ~ .c12 .d.3) and f( d1 • t <lg t .d.3 t) = 
f'tmcticm.$ eharaeterizmg the sieve 
opelllll.gs., 
(26) 
f(L,w.T) = property- defined above@' 
For equation (26) to be useful f(4I.~ed3) 11 f(ra.1• 0 ~ 9 ,c1311 ), and f'(L»W41t) __ 
must be defined and evaluated. While attempts to achieve this def'ini tion have 
not been successful• an alternate procedure has yielded useful results. This 
preeed.ure postulates: 
whisb. is equivalent tos 
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+ f'( dJ.td3oda~ T 4> W) ... f( Iii v 9da;' .0d3t ;o, T J W) . ~ (29) 
The fun.otimm of equation ( 29) :must be defined or eva.1 uated to make the 
equatian usef'talo From geometl'ical considerations it will be shO"Vm in the ©on ... 
eluding pa.ragL"aphs of this chapter that these funotions c,an be defined f'or 
certain oases as indicated in Table I on page 320 · Substitution of these values 
into equs.t:Lon ( 29) yields respeoti vely equations ( 30) through ( 35) vm.i~h i'ollOW' o 
Two sy.rribols appear in these equations whioh have not yet been defined these arer 
o = the clearance between the baffle-plate and the sieve plate 
. t = the thiokness1 of the sieve-plateo 
: ~ : :: a [ t/4,. a . w• . ta'V4a• . ·w3 • ,~a . taa)J 
B 
(30) 
1,-.u. (IO)! ... tftl ,..!.pt pr:1.nm&tl.:La pa.ril:1.oloa of Z'H°ba:.t.plui or.01111 ... 
Ho'ld,c a.ctp1,.u 'batt1o4, round.whciled. a:teves, w!tJ:il th.in 11.eve plates (·where 
,c ''8•). 
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[ . A../' 2 2 · 2=i Tsi - t 2 s2 . - (T '!\! ~ 2 . )J 
22 
(Sl)) 
· .,_.'Id.cm (11) ia tor right priama:b1o pari:toles et reota.n.gu.lar oross-seotion 
aci pla.u• 'baffled.•. aqua.re-holed s:Levea with thin. sieve plates (wh~e 0( j45.,) • 
'ilhea the pariiol•'• ans is parallel to·· a side of the square operd.ngo 
·01 • -ti · r; V .1 
r.2. "•/ [<•1 '1/z • W) .:. "'i . C•{'fz - w) 2 - Ct2 - t/lj 
2 
2 
(Couti?l.ued on next page) · 
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(32) 
Eq,ita.tion (32) is tor right prismatic particles ot rectangular oross..iseetion . .,,,. 
and. plane, battled •. square~oled sieves wi:bh_thin sieve plates# (where~i45°) 
whe the particle's axis is parallel to a diagonal' of the square openingo 
y; cl.+~ -T*] + ~ ~2; ·+ Yd2 2 -W2-T 'V2J 
L -
· .. ;€1"1 +~ ~·,-"$~ez.·~~ 
2' . ., . (33:) 
· lilQ,u."tlcm. (ii) Js ten:. r:t..'\i pri~tto pii!.nitel·es ~f reetaugular oross ... seetion 
tmd. :91~~ bQff:t:j;;d. ot;r~!U"-holed ste~s nth ilh.i" sit\lve plates~ (where O(t46°) I) 
·· ··· · ,"€ ~-~ '\" :rt]_ .. 1\/!"Ea + •a·~ 'VaJ 
,i 
llq,uatic:m (M) :l.B ti/JI! right p:rim~:b.:to :&~i"'les ot reota.n~lar eroH<,? 
aeo'bion ad pleo• 'lnu'tled~ sq~ed~oled .sieves w:l:b:h thick sieve plates (where 
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IW),, -.em. im parbiolefs axis is parallel to a side of the square open-
ing. : 
24 
·. 1,vr[-i • a{IJT••M:\13 • "{i"io2 + •:{1(2-w-Tva] 
. ' 2 (35) 
Equ.tion (36) is for right prismatic particles of rectangular cross .... 
seoticm aztd plane.- biµ'fled, squared.-holed sieves with thiok sieve plates (where 
,t ~46°). no the ,,p&i"t:lole•s a.xis is parallel to a diagonal or the square 
op~ •. 
!he ~'b!:b:lon of the ccm.sidera.t:l.ons leading to the values of the fmction.s 
.101' torfdl ii. 1:a.'blo :t itl 11111.ll aeoe••NT• S:1Jaoe simila.r c.,oll.s:Lde:rations will 
proa'bl.J l,e. valv.a'b1o in d.tr!'riag other tonulae '14\ey are piteseniied. ~ w17 ,an@ 
,,al. font 
A'llt••S.• f.1 f•u•d. •= 'lmo p~olo NM! :La ocmo,ai,i9ttJtied ~= that flima• 
tS.• • ,n,e&'1rr of 'blle panJ.011 *iol\ it 'bo be d.ttbermued. ·'br lillev!ngo fhen. 
the to1iowf.ag nep• are tlkDs: 
(1) A orltS.et.1 1!1ve opem.ng !.1 Uaposed. &bout! the pU"bi@le 10 that 
·. Ill :laf!ll£te1S-.1 . ohmge in the d.:tmen1!.011.1 ( ol' ozt:1.em:bat:ton) ,t 'bhe o!eve 
· Wf.12. ,..-,..._. 'Whe'bber or nn 'Imo pa.n:lol.e ffl&1 pass through. the s:ien 
· IPIUAI• · nttl· 'bho J&Z''biole will pa.H through ~ sieve oponiz:l.g 1:lm.i.lu 
to l,n.·. lar,g,, ·tht:I '11e on'b!oll 1:Leve opening ad. will not pua 'tlbroup. 
-, •'"" oplllillg. · 1!1d.lar to 'bv.11 · sallor than the o:r:I. tioe.1 sieve op111.mg. 
(!he Ol':1.-.;a'b!on moat ta:vo:ra'ble 'bo the pa.r·tiole' a paeud.ng tm>ougb the 
2£ 
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siew opening is used in all r)f these ,de:!'.'ivationso) This step is il-
lustrated in Figur,es lti 2;, awl 3 (pp,, ZMi,/) 21 P a.ud 2®) .. 
(2) From geometri© con.sidera:hio:ns of the :relationship between the 
critical sie;re opening dimensio:n;e and p1:t:rti©le d:imens:i.cms., a functional 
the.mo This rd:;ep may profitably be 
analyzed in gr<l':ie:ter dLetail o 
the olearanc;e lH;;tli'll'een i:,h,e baf:'fle plat;e ru.id {,he sieire plate and to 
s:t.r,nre plate,. The X'estriotive 
thickness may or may n0>t be equal to t:he total thickness of the sieve 
plate 0 For those casee oonsiderea. here ·i:;he restrictive thickness is 
equal ·to the total sieve plat;e t,hi0:kness when the angle of inclination 
between the part:it";l,eil s l©ng atit3 and the sie-..re plate is less than 
forty five deg.i:'ees: and is equal the restrictive ·bh:ickness of the 
forty five degree angl~, f\1J1~ g:;rea:t.er an.glez of inclinationo Thus in 
every ©a:se ©ons:td•9t'ed he:re t;he following equa:tion obtainsg 
.. 
(36)' 
» L i.1.:; lly "bh::ts equa:bion,I) hu:b it follows 
for.rm..1.lae.o equation~ ( 33) 9 ( 34) /) fil'l•,1 ( 35) are deri.vedo 
(b) An equation irs w1ci'td;,s1n relating the tot.;al particle length 
to t,hose portions lying o:n ei:1:her side of a plane parallel to the 
• 
,i, , . \ 
-' I ' 
, A. ' ( ~ ~ \ 
•\ ~ \ \ 
I ,'\ \ 
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·e~oa..-eaid.on ot the pa.rbiole and containing a point of restri~ion 
:bi. tn.e pl-9 of the top svtaee of the sieve plate •. Thus in every 
oa84t o:cmai·iered here the toll:cming equation obtainss: 
L = X + Y (37) 
.· ·: (t) An equation. is written relating the cle.arance between the 
baffle plate and the sieve plate to the angle of i.nol~tion between 
th.e.par~olets. long ax:t.s and the plane of the sieve opening, the partll-
oleta thiolmess. a;nd the len~ of that portion of the particle ly ... 
l».g bewea the pl&.lle deaOl'i'b,d. a.bav• (b) and tb.e plane of the bottom 
battle l\ll'fao•• Age.in the 1ame equation. is obte.iued far all (1:Lx) 
'otAtl oon.1:l.clored. hen. 'rh.:l.11 :Ls1 
(38) 
I 
(4) ·. a e1ua'llion i1 ff:Lttc zaol&'ls:Lng a t1,.araot,:r:11t:J.o 1:Levo .... 
jia'b•. opaq,. •4 'tJhe 1!.e'V'lapla'\11 rostr:La'bin th.:Lolme111 to the angle 
ot :lao2.ia&"ol.oa b•'lwl••• the pLf'tl:Lol•' 1 long ms and. the pllL.'r.Le ot tho 
!;!!"91&1sf Cli,D~I- Ind. 01'~ OJI ffiON Ot 'bhe puiticleVe mino:r dimer,.. 
1f.~- ,('tthto.lm111 m4 wi41:lh) • fhl',ee 4S.tterent equa.ti~ne a.re obtia:Lned. 
to~ 'llt· (11.s) 11,111 011111.d.ered.i 'tho HJIID equa.t:t.on1 apply to 'both 
ild.lk p1&'be1. an4· 'bh:l.a pla:be10 !heao equt:loas area 
(19) 
. tn 'battled; rnad. bole eieve,. 
' 
! .. '' ' 
150( (40) 
i 
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t0f ).rtle4 11qu.are hole sieves ,"4lere the particle's optimmn. orienta- . 
t1cm is with its long axis parallel to the (plane) sides of the 
.. : ·a1eve opain,, and 
sin"' 
(41) 
· t• 'b.,tfled square hole sieves where the parf.icle' s optimum 
on~t~~o:ri is with its long axis at .an angle of tort, five degrees 
to t~e (plane) sides of the sieve openingo 
' J•) .A.11· equation is written relating that portion of the parti-
•l• +Jing between the plane deseri'bed above (b) and a plane parallel 
to lt and ocm:tainin.g the lower least ('ffl) face of the partiole8 to a 
obaraoteristic sieve plate opening dimension.,, sieve plate thick:ness 9 
az,,d oae or more of the particle's minor dimensions (thickness and 
wid.th),. Again• three different equations are obtained for the (six) 
·. ~--•• 'eouideredJ the same equations apply to both thiok plates and 
iW.n .. plates. These . equations are I 
X • d • vr -(T ... t ) '\A2 ·-2 2 2 (42) 
{43) 
.· .: c· ··.: ·. ' .... .. .· . 
· . tor battled. aqu.re hole si,eves where the particle vs optimum orienta... 
. . 
: tla 5.1 w!:bb. its lag a:ds parallel to the (plane) sides of the sieve 
:opll'dag,, ,an4 
(44) 
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tor battled square hole deves 'Where the ·par'biele's optimum o:rienta.-
' 
tion is with its long axis at an angle of forty five degrees to the 
(plane) sides of the sieve ope:m.ing. 
The proper equations of (2)(a)., (b)., (c)., (d) and (e) a.re then 
combined to eliminate those quantities (Cll"., X., and Y) which a.re 
difficult or impossible to evaluate and the resulting equation is 
solved for the dimensionwhieh is to be established by the sieving 
operation. 
I 
For oanvenience the definitions of the symbols appearing in Table I a.re 
repeated. heres 
L = "length" of the particle 
W = "width" of the partiele 
T = thickness of' the particle 
c = the eleara.uce between the baffle-
plate and the sieve plate. 
t = the thickness of the sieve plate 
d = the diameter of a eirC11lar 
sieve plate opening 
s = the side of a square sieve plate 












llel to a 
diagonal 
TABLE I 
Definition of Functions 
t(4i.d2.d3.T.W), etc. of Equation ('29) 
'fhin plates 
(OC~45°) 
t• T.;~'.; ·~2, ~1a2 • -/.-
t '\42 ~ _ (T2 _ tz>J 
Thiik plates 
( 0( ~45°) 
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The apparatus shown in Figure 4 was made by cutting a flat ring 7-7 /8 
inches outside diameter. 5-5/8 inches inside diamenter and a flat disc 6 1/2 
inohes in diameter from 16 gauge sheet metal; four 3/16 inch bolts were brazed 
to the ring nee.r its inner edge; slots were QUt in the disc to fit over these 
bolts and a 6 1/2 inoh diso of composition board was out and bolted with small 
Figure (4) 
First Three~sion~l Sieve 
bolts t o the metal 
disc; the composition 
board was then bevel-
ed to just fit inside 
the flat ring; holes 
were out in the com.-
position board t o 
accommodate washers 
for spacing the disc 
from the nat r-lngi 
washers were used to 
effect this spaoingz 
and washers and bolts 
were placed over t."i.e 
disc to hold the 
assembly rigidlyo 
This assembly was 
then placed within a 
Tyler standard 8 inoh 
brass sieve and the 
34 
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outer edge waa sealed to the brass sieve by means of "Scotch tapeo The assem.-
bl y wa1 uaed in oonjunotion with several different Tyler St.1Ul.dard sieveso 
Tlrl.1 apparatua was the first working model of a. three..dimensional sieve* 
to be built• though two or three other previous designs we~e drawn up but not 
.built due to oomplexity. (*A three-dimensional sieve is defined as a sieve 





I'. • , '" 'It ,
' 
1'1pre (5) 
B1ff8 J'rao'blonated Sawduet 
~ 
I 
restrictive in three 
directionso A sieve 
is defined as one or 
more rest!"ictive 
spaces joining less 
restrictive spaoes0 
together with the 
materials defining 
the spaoe or spa~eso) 
The results ob-
tained with the sieve 
in fracti onating saw ... 
dust ac~ording to its 
sJ:,..ape are shown in 
FiguE'eS (5) and (6) 
on Pages 34 and 350 
The f'our aamplee 
labeled Ag B" C 1> and 
D in Figure (5) were 
all derived from the 
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same Tyler standard s~l!"een sized mat erial (14/28), by sieving with~ baffled 
Tyler standard 14 e©~een until pra©tically no material passed the sieve in a 
20 minute intenal~ :t>dsing the baffle-plate a few thousandths of' an inch and 
resieving the oversize as beforec then raising the ba.ffle-plate a few thousand-
ths of an inM f'ar·tb.e:ir and again resievi.ng the oversize D etco, 
Fi.~lfe (6) 
Sieve Flfaa.:~tioLU1.te& Sa:w·dl!l1£Jt 
The piotures 
labeled E and F {Fig-
ure 6) represent 
respectively the over-
size and the undersize 
from a three-dimen-
sional sieving with 
a ba.ff'led Tyler 
standard 48 screen 
of a Tyler standard 
screen size {48/65)0 
The pictures 
labeled G and H (Fig-
ure 6) represent, 
similarly, respec-
tively the undersize 
and the oversiz~ ob~ 
tained by use of a 
baffled Tyler stand-
ard 28 screen from 
36 
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still a third Tyler standard screen size (28/48). 
The results of these experiments indicate that the apparatus has consid .. 
erable merit for fractionation of particles according to their shape. However. 
experienoe showed that clean cut samples of narrow length ranges could not be 
obtained by its usec This was attributed to curvature in the woven-wire sieve 
bottom and to lack of rigidity leading to vibration of the woven-wire. This 
led to rejection of the apparatus; at a later date it was found usable and 
Figure (7) 
Three-dimensional Sieves 
fairly satisfactory in 
conjunction with several 
of the larger Tyler stand• 
ard sieves. 
The next three-dimen~ 
sional sieve used is pic-
tured in Figure 7. 
Essentially. the apparatus 
consisted of a 6 inch disc 
bolted to an 7-7/8 disc 
or 8 inch pan with spac-
ing washers between them. 
Again the original design 
was modified several timBs. 
The first model was cut 
full 7-7/8 inches from 
16 gauge galvanized iron 
and drilled with 1/16 
S!EVE .ANALYSIS - EXPERIMENTS 
inch holes in the center portion. It was taped to a Tyler standard sieve with 
a.pertures muoh larger then 1/16 inch. The 6 inoh plate was bolted to the 7-
7 /8 inch plate with 3/16 inch bolts, and the Tyler standard screen was protect-
ed by use of cardboard bearings. The second model, (II) was out 7_.i.3/4 inches 
from 16 ga.uge galvanized iron and encircled with e. split rubber tube packing. 
A third modii"ioa.tion (III) was 8 inch aluminum. pans in place of the bottom 
plates and Tyler sieves. 
Finally a tou.rth modification was nade using a 7-3/4 inch black iron bo~ · 
Figure (8) 
Improved Three-d.iml!tnsional. Sieves 
tom plate (A) bolted into 
a frame of' aluminum. made 
from one of' the 8 inab. 
pans (B) with a 6 inch 
black iron baf'f'le-plate 
(6) bolted above it and 
with spacing washers 
betwean the plates. The 
first three forms are 
pictured in Figure (8) 
{ page· S'l) • 
A seed mixture o~ 
taining flax-seed, buolc-
wheat, oats, wheat, weed-
seed, straw, etc. was 
fractionated by three 
methods::· ( a) the Tyler 
~ .. .' ")_• . 
38 
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standard screens, (b) the set of three dimensional screens described• and (c) 
Figure 9 - Tyler 10 
combinations in series, of Tyler standard screens and three-dimensional screens. 
These methods can be compared by examination of Figures 9-28 which illustrate 
. 
the fractions obtained. 
39 
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Figures 9• 10# 11. and 12 represent respectively the seeds in Tyler 
Figure 10 - Tylor 10/14 
~d. 1oroon soalo f:raotionis >10, l0/14, 14/28, and 28/48. All tour 
fraotioni, aro doi'initely mixturooi tho mixt'ure shown in Fi~e 11 is pre.oti .. 
o-&lly binaey, tho otbo:rrs aro mre oomplox. 
40 
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The Fig'11'es 13., 14• 15• 16• 17• 18• 19. and 20 represe~t seeds found in the 
I 
Figure 11 - Tyler 14/28 
respective three-dimensional sieve t'raotions:· ~ ~ = 3/16" • o = o.099" .t • o.o69j 
>~ = 3/16•. o = o.oso•. t = 0.069':). <.~ = 3/16". e = o.oso". t = t J. 
~@ = 3/1s" ~ c = o.oso" ~ t = 0.069"]• >~ = 1/att ~ c = o.oso". t = o.osg:J • 
.;.:1 
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< G = 1/8", c • o.o5b". t = o.os9~ , >(! = 1/1s" ,-o = o.oso", t = o.osg~ • 
Figure 12 - Tyler 28/48 
and< E, = 1/16", c • o.016", t = o.069~. The only sample worthy or llDloh notioe 
in this group is that represented by Figure (18) whioh is relatively pure flax• 
seed and a very little buckwheat. 
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1:1.,:ure 18 • >~ • a/le", o • o.oes", t • o.oee~ 
43 
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Figure 14 ., >~ - 3/16". o = o.oso". t = o.osg~ 
., 
' 
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Fipre 15 -~ = s/1s•, o = o.oso•, t = ? J 
44 
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Figure lS • <~ • ' 3/16" , o • 0,060"·, t • o.oe9~ 
46 
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• 
Figure 17 - > ~ = 1/a". c = o.oso•. t = 0.069"] 
4.1 
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Figure 20 a<@ = l/16tt • c = 0.016" _. t = 0.069j 
The Figures 21. 22. 23• 24• 25~ 26• 27• and 28 represent seeds found in 
sieTed fractions obtained by sieving on two-dimensional (Tyler standard screen 
scale} and three-dimensional sieves in serie.s. 
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Figure 21 ... ~(d = 1/s" • o :e Oo050" • t = o.069") .;.> Tyler 1~ 
. . 
. Respeotively the sieves used werez (21)[>. 14; ( (d = 1/a•. c = o.oso•. 
t = o.069"LJ • (22)ITo/14; .>(d = 1/8" ,. a = Oo050" • t = o.os9•[]. (23) ~0/14, 
<(d = 1/s•. c • o.oso•. t = o.o69"D,, ( 24) Eo/14,<(d = 3/1s•. c = 0.050•. 
50 
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Figu.r<:1 22 ~ ~ fl-: l/"'·W I) © ~ Oo0f4J911 D t r=, 00069'11 - Tyler 10/1{) 
o:::: 00050"0 t = Oo069w~ 9 (2'?) ~.J/1, , .r; <. (d ~ 1/ 800 D ® ~ Oo050ev• t = 0.069")J 
(28) @a/48~ < (d !': 1/i600 D ~ ~ o .. H;W I) t ~ Oo059'Nil e Among t his group Figures 
(23) • (24L, and ( 2f) repl'esen.t 9 resp~J"'f~,;rslyD ra~·hioally pU!"e flax-seed• 
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Figure 23 - ~ ~ = 1/a" ~ o = o 0050" 9 t = 0.,069" - Tyler 10/14} 
practically pure buckwheat., and practioa.lly pUl"e .oats; while the remaining 
figures of this group represent seed :mixtut"es they exhibit trends toward 
hom.ogenity of shape. The advantages of series combination of' two-dimensional 
• 






Figure 24 -<E • 3/16", o • o.oso•, t • 'I - Tyler 10/1~ 
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Figure 26 - >~ = 3/16". o • o.oso• • t = t - Tyler 10/l~ 
55 
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Figure 26 - >@ = 1/8" s> © = Oo050vv t> t = 0.069" - Tyler 14/2~ 
• 
66 
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· ' 
Figure 27 - (.~ • l/8" • o = Oo050" ~ t = Oo069" - Tyler 14/2~ 
- -
57 
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and three-d:i.mensional sieving is shown by these comparisons. 
The apparatus represented by Figure (29) was built next. It consisted o£a: 
an inner box 2 inches by 4 inches by 6 inches in dimensions with axle• pulley• 
and crank attached• having ends ma.de of alternating 1 inch by 4 inch by 1/16 
inoh metal strips and groups of' spacer washers fas·bened on copper tubes and 
Figure 29 
bolted to the sides 
of the box. and a. 
receiving box 6 inohes 
by 8 inches by 10 
inches in dim&nsions 
with slots to carry 
the axle of' the 
inner box. This was 
the first one-dimen-
sional sieve used 
by this writer. 
A mixture ot 
wheat and vetch was 
fractionated by 
means of this one-
dimensional sieve 
into three fractions. 
One of these frac-
tions (s • o.14s•1 
Figure 30) was pure 
59 
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vetohJ the other two were still 'Wheat-vetch mixtures. 
rs.gmee ao • {o.7 ,., o.o" wheat) (, • o.u.a•J 
'the battle-plate, were then entirely removed from the three-dimen1iOZL&J.' · , 
lien, and. 'bl,.ef were uaed. 1.1 1:lwo-d.:!Jrienl!ton.t.l dril.led. plate lien• (with round. 
holH). 'the 'llheat-n'boh mb:tures were then .r.:raot:1.onated turther by uae ot the 
SIEVE ANALYSIS - ElCPERIMENTS 
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two-dimension&l. sieve series on each mixture" into three tractions in the one 
Figure 32 - {37 o7 go 41 4406% wheat} . 
~ -• o.148"/0.12391 J d • Ool56"/Q.12S~ 
case and two fractions in the o+Jier0 or these fractions one (s • 0 0 14a•/ 
o.123" J d -. o.166•) was found to be pure vetob. and is shown in the photograph. 
Figure ( 31) • 
61 
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An interesting comparison may be made between-the samples ~ :ir:: 0.148•/ 
o.12r,:d = o.1s6•/o.12s•, (Bo baf'i'le~ end ~ • o.12s•/o.oa4•; d • o.1ss-/ 
o.12s•J (Bo baf'i'leIJ represented• re~pectively., b,y Figures (32) end (33)., which 
were obtained by series siev.l..ngs Yi th one-dimensional and two-dimensional sieves 
82 
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alone and the tolloring •maples represented by' Figures (34). (36). (ss). (3T). 
Pi~ M - {1a., g. • 91~ wheat) 
~. o.1"8•/o.111", d. 0.12&", o. o.111~ 
(aa). (~9)• and. (.f.O) whioh were rHolvod further bf uae ot ihree-'UJNa11cmal 
It 1• notioeable that muoh ot the ....tob hu been oonomrtratod in the lincJ.• 
sm,n; ABALYSIS • F.:IPERIMEBTS 
npr• ~ - {'.,. '-• 51.1%...._) 
f! • .;.4.1.a•/o.1sr, , • 0.126•1 • • 0~1l1,•/o.~J 
neat hu ..... ~-tmW. iA the•~ tr-..tloll i-•PJ'•••ted 'by' Figw• (M)1 
-. .s..tm.e Id 'botll truttou .. .,,. • ..w .,. ,,&W .. ($6) rm4 <.n) 1-~ ,.,. 
ot wlstm• ......,lJJI& tllit origtul (.,.........): ~-~ u;. tM ..,. 
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resolnd mixture represented by Figure (32) indicated some limitations in the 
Figare 36 - {15.8 go• 24.1% neat} 
~ = o.148~/0.123~·, d = o.12s~, a = o.1os~/o.100:J 
apparatus used to etteot the separation. tor as will be indicated later where 
auoh a marked dif'ferenoe in shape of partioles exists a praotioally perfect 
separation should be easily obtainabl9 (with perteot appara;tus). 
66 
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rs.pre 17 • f,.z I•• 60.o~ whea°'J 
(! • o,u.a•/0.121" 1 d • o,12e•·, o • 0.100-::J · 
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Similarly, the concentration of the wheat in the single fraction represent-
rtgu.re se - S7.4 g., 99.8% wheat 
• • o,12s"1 4 • o.12e"• o • o.1oe" 
e4 bf 1igure (se) i1 1een1 it i1 not, perhap1, 10 1trikizic a1 the preoeding 
example, ret the progre11ive inorea1e in vetoh oonoentraticm. in the 11mpl•• 
repre1ented bf rtcur•• (36), (39), and (4.0). re1peotively, i1 noticeable. 
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Figure 3.9 ... [ 17o3 go» 97 o7'/o ·wheat J 
~ = Oo l23"; d = 0.125"i o = Ool08~/0 o050:) 
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Figure 40 - f:~ .. o g. 11 83.1% wheat) 
E = o.12s1tz d = o.,125"; c = o.oso~1 
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what; ad.van:bages are t,o "b,a 
with t;he on.e-d:tmensio:n.al ,a:f'J.,l 
a s ...... Oo1'1,!3 
b s ·- 0.,123 
(()J ""' ,., t~; 0.,(184 
d d t;-'! 0.,15EI 
e d, ·- Oolt!5i 
f d -· OomH, 
g (i ~· o .. urn3 t, ...... , jr z 0 ... Ool08 
h d ~ Ool:863 ..1,, u ·- i;l'o 0,,j) i~ ·-
i d ~ rt) olt?~6·s "(t --~- 'H) z Ci1 .... ,.. 0.,111 
T.ABIB II 
Yields Oversize And Undersize 
(I) Cl) G) 
r-1 s:I r-i r-1 
ti 0 I <'H f a <'H I :i •rl .p f! 0 tl.l 0 Ol •rl .... 
ii 
•rl . ~i Cl) ~ .... G) i- ~ ~- -:~ ~- 1·1 .p gi (I) I· G) b.O al • f) b.O I) . b.O ~-:i e-1 r-1- (I) r-1 t .-I'-" G) r-l l- r-1'-" )'~ r i 'Ii el r .$ ti I aS . •rl •rl •.-1>.-I . .p ~ ·c 0 Cl) J.i g; 'M 0 ~~ ~ ~ .... 0 ····~ rl) ...... _ . · ti= CZ> .• ~ tO ~ E-1 l'l.l ~ E-1 Is= 0 
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t:T 20o0 llo2 29o5 j K 36 1508 -Sjt9 24.l L 31 4.2 2o4 50o0 
cl 
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Experimental Tes·ting, ~ f or~~.o The u.,se o.f models in tb.ese studies is 
valuable. Models of. a. Bize ,c:;onve:nieni:; to work with should prove the value of 
the formulae as well as, or better than .• their smaller counterparts, both for 
the conditions assumed and J'o:c those d:i..ffe:dng from them in various degrees. 
Square holes were cu+. in ·two bcJards;; one square ·was Oo59 OoOl inch on 
a sid.ej) -t.he other squD,re wo.s Oob4 OoOl inc.~h on a 1:d.df;o Se:treral blocks of 
wood were out ·vvh:i.ch. would ju..i !:: fA1138 !:h2. la:rgt1:r opening; as shown by careful hand 
guaging,; that thErn0 par·l;.'Li:-loG ·woulll n.O"b pe..s1:i ·hhe smaller opening was demonstrat-
edo They were then moasur·ed. c,o .. ~"(:i:f.'t:iJ.ly- w;i.·!-;h a :rule:t.' graduated to thirty-seconds 
o:£' an inoho The rE'lsult,,i a:co f~:i.v-en :1:u 'fo.ble::: III Ol'l P£i.g0 72 together with the 
values oa.lcuh1.·bed using :formt:1.:U11., prr:iid.01.rnly p.rosented. 
The agr0em0nt b0tw,:1(lL'l tho (ibr:;<;irvod. a:nd 1.w.lf:,ulated vaJ.ues is r'emarkable .• 
I·b may be :i.:mpliod. f:rom those f:if;urNJ ·bha-!.; ·t;he formulae 3 ... (19) and 3-(23) a.re 
reliable for ·f.ihose i:.10.ses :for wh:'i.,:,h t:hf'Jy wer·e dei:ri·v·ed w:1. thin ·bhe limits of 
experimental orrm:" ~ 
A series o.f :round hr..iJ.r-Hi ·vifEfl:"1,~ d:t':i 11~,d :1.:1.'J. a piece of g;alvanizod iron having 
diooneto.r.s :r•flllg:l.:ng; .t':rom 84/G•l, t:,o ,:52/(~·~, :'.L:n.1,h0s :i.n 1/64 ineh :i.nt(;1rvals. ReotarJ.-
g1..1lo.r prisms.tin blocks wa:re m;1 t .f.":t··o111 111ui ·balile .1na:b0:r.ic~l and hal'l.d gauged with 
thGsei hoha; ·bho w:tdbh1.:, oxi.d 'bhi<".:k1:,,;sP.,1'Hl of the par·t,:lol<:'lS were meto1.su:red. The 
vll'idthr.1 wer.G <}tl.l(.mlGd~,:id u.s:l.r.1.g :.formulr..c J::O ( 1 :1) iu1d 30 ( JAi) and 'i:ih1:i :results a.re 
prese11·bsd i:i.1 Tt\blt;i IV r.1n Pa(Eo 'i';3. 
TABIE Ill 
RESULTS OBTAII® WllH fflO ... DI:Mli:NSIONAL., SQUARE...!PERTURED SIEVES (MODELS) 
Observed Values Cal@ulated Value~ 
Sieve Dimensions Partiol@ DimendoI!.f§ · 
Sides or Squar@ Hola~ Thirua..1.a~~ Width Wid:!:.h % 
s ,-, 1 S2 T w W Q~o Error 
Oo59 ± 0.,01 Oo54 :t O.Ol Oc,48 ± 0.,01 0.56 ± OeOl o.ss t o.o4 0.0% 
Oo59 ± OcOl o.,54 :t o .. oi 00 3?5 ± 0~01 Oo56 ± OoOl o.56 ± 0 .. 04 0 .. 0% 
0.,59 :t OoOl 0..,54 ± 0 .. 01 0,.29 t 0.01 0,.56 i 0 .. 01 0 0 55 :t 0.,04 0 .. 0% 
Oo59 ± 0.,01 Oo54 ± 0.,01 0 .. 21 :t 0.,01 o .. ss ± 0 .. 01 0.,58 ± Oo05 0 .. 0% 




3 ... a:3 





:RESULTS OBTAINED Wiffl ffO..Dnm:NSIONAL ROUND-HOLED SIEVES (J!ODE~) 
Observed Values· 
.... -·sieve ·m.mensions 
Diameters of' Sieve=openings 
d1 d.2 
Oo50 :!: OoOl Oo48 ! 0.01 
Oo50 ! 0.01 Oo48 ! OoOl 
Oo50 ! OoOl 0.4S ! OoOl 
0.48 t OoOl o.47 t 0.01 
Oo47 :!; OoOl o.45 ± 0.01 
Partiole Dimensions 
Thickness . Width 
T W 
0.13 t OoOl Oo49 ! o.ol 
Oo2'7 ! OoOl Oo44 ! o.ol 
Oe33 ± OoOl 00 38 ! 0.01 
0.31 ± OeOl 00 40 ± 0.01 




0.41 ! 0.02 
Oo36 t Oo03 
Oo37 :t 0.,.03 















SIEVE ANALYSIS - EXPERIMENTS 
The data of Table IIl 
(pg. 72) and Table IV (pg. '13) 
were obtained by the use of 
the apparatus piotured in 
Figure (41). An ordina..~ 
ruler was used in making all 
of the measurementa notedo 
The apparatus piotm>ed 
in Fi,gure ( 42) was devised 
and built. It oonais·ted o.f' 
a ring-stand and a support 
for holding either of two one 
a.nd one...b.alf' inoh diameter 
pipe segments perpendicular 
to the base of the ring-
s~d. This support consist-
ed of al x 2 inch board ·eight 
Figwre 41 
inches long wit.11 a one and on ..Ji.alf inoo h le ~ut in it two inches from one 
end and a one"'lhalf inoh hole out :tn it ne i:n·h f"ro.m the other end; nuts 
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were inserted in the wood adjace:n:b -t,o ea.oh hole 0I.1.d bolts passed through them 
to hold the support a. fixed (but adjustable) d:i.stanoe above the ring-stand 
and to hold a pipe segment f'ir.m.ly in +,he supporlio 
The support was raised t ;o the top of the ri.ng ... stand and secured there. 
A wooden right prism of uniform rectru:i.galar or oss-seotion was then passed 
dCIWllWard through the pipe segment nt il i t was restricted by the rlng-stand 
SIEVE ANALYSIS - EXPERIMENTS 
base. points on the bottom 
edge of the pipe segment~ 
and points on the top edge 
of the pipe segmento The 
prism was then out off slight-
ly below the upper point of 
restriction. so that it 
could be passed oampletel:y 
through the pipe segment. 
The diameter and leng.th. 
{thickness of "sieve-plate") 
of the pipe segment and the 
distance of its lower edge 
above the base· of the ring-
stand were carefully measur-
ed with a ruler graduated to 
1/16 inoh and recorded. The 
length. width• and thickness 
Figure 42 
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of the wooden prism were likewise carefully measured with the s~ ruler and 
recorded. The support was then lo.vered until this "particle" could not be 
passed completely through the pipe segment. and the distance of the pipe 
segment's lower edge from the ring-stand base (the clearance •c") was remeasur-
ed and the "sieve-plate" thickness" the "clearance"• the particle thickness 
and particle width were then substituted into the formulae (3-30) and (1-32) 
previously derived and a corresponding particle· lenglih was computed. The 
SIEVE ANALYSIS - ElCPERDiIEN'I'S 
percentage error of this computed length referred to the observed length was 
computed and recorded. The wooden prism was then cut shorter and the entire 
procedure repeated. This was done a number of times until 12 + w2 = d2• A 
nmv wooden prism was then obtained and the procedure repeated. The results 
obt~ined are tabulated in Table V (pg. 77). 
The apparatus pictured in Figure (43) was constructed by bending a four 
inch long, 0.98 inch wide, 0.016 inch thick aluminum plate three times at 
right angles to form approxi-
mately a.n open-ended, right-
prisma.tic, square-sectioned 
surface. This "sieve" was 
tacked to a support with two 
countersunk tacks. The 
support was then fastened 
(adjustably) to a ring-
stand. The support was 
raised to a point near 
the top of the ring-stand 
and secured. A wooden right 
prism of uniform rectangular 
cross-section was th.en pass-
ed downward through the square 
sieve surface until it was 





RESULTS OBTAINED WITH THREE-DIMENSIONAL ROlIND-ROLED SIEVES (JlODEIB) 
d t e L T w L cal. E F 
1.41" 2o28" 13.4~ 15o9tf o.50t1 Oo 7.5° 16ol + Ool 1.3% 30 -ff ti 13o2'' ft tf " ff .. , 11.1n 14o2" n ,, 14o0 + Ool 1.4% 30 -
" tf! 11.3" H ff ft 
" It 906'' 12o4" " ti: 12.2 + Ool 1.8% 30 -ff " 9o3n n u ti 
" n 7 o2'u 10.ovv ti ff 10.0 + 0.1 Ooffl~· 30 -u " 7o5" ft " n ff ft 4.2ft; 6o31f " ff 605 + 0.1 s.2% 33 ... 1t II 4oO" ff ff ft 
" ff 2.4'J 4o0ft tt tt· 4o3 + Oo3 7.5% 33 ... ff 1t 2.0" n ,, " 
ft " loln 2o3" 
,, ft 2o3 ! Oo1 0.0% 33 
ti ft 1.2"1 1! fl ft .. 
106" u ff Oo63" " n lo53 ! Ool 1.9% 33 ff n o.53" tt tf ft 
ff tf Oo53'.' lo2" " " 1.34 + 0.1 s.3% 33 -n '' Oo37" ff. tt ·n 1.41" 2o28" 12.2tt_ is.on Ool25" lel25" 15o1 ± 0.2 0.1% 30 
n ff llo7.'! " " ft ft " 10.2" 13.0" 11 u l3ol + Oo2 o.a% 30 -
" It 9.9" " ft n· 
104111 2.2an 12o2" 15.0" Ool3" 1ol3" 15.l + Ool 0.1% 30 -" ft -11.7" " tt " 
" 1i 10.2" 13.0" tf ft 13ol ± Oo2 _o.a% 30 If " 9o9" " " tt 
" " 7.8'' 10. 5" tt n 1006 + 0 .. 1 1.0% 30 -If " 7 06'' " It .. 
" " 5o5'' 800" " " 802 + Ool 2.5% 30 -
" tr 5o4" ff tl ft It " 4.l1' 605" It •ft 608 + 0 .. 1 4 .. 6% 33 ... 
" " 4o3" " " ri 
" ff 2o2" 4oO" " u 3o9 + 0 .. 1 2.5% 33 
" " 2ol" tt " " ff '' Oo75" 2.5" " . " 2ol + Oo1 16oO% 33 .. tf " 1.0" If " " . -ft " o.63" 2.0" ff " 1.9 + Ool s.0% 33 -
" n o.75lt tt 
,, u 
" ft Oo7S" n ff n 108 + 0 .. 1 10.0% 33 -It " Oo56" tt tt " ti ,, Ool9" lol3" tf loO" 1.13 + Ool 0.0% 33 "" 1t 1t Ool3"' " tt ff 
d = Diameter of Sieve ... opening; t = Thfuokness of Sieve-plate; C = Clea:ra.n.oe betvireen 
Sieve-plate & Baffle.; L = Length; T = Thiclcrless; w = Width; L oalo e: Calculated Length.; 
E =%Error; F = For.mulao 
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base• pill:lnts on the bottom edge of the square sieve surfa@eb and points on the 
top edge ot the square sieve surfaceo It was then ©ut ~ff' !:ilightly below the 
upper point of restriction so that it could be passed completely through the 
square sieve surface. The length of the sides and verti@al depth ( thiclal.ess 
of "sieve-pla:be") of the square sieve surface and the di~tanc~ of its lower 
edge above the base of -the ring-stand were carefully measm.red 1llTi tfh a rule 
graduated to l/16 inch and reoordedo The length,0width,9c and thickness of -bh.e 
wooden prism were likewise carefully measured and recordedo Th~ support was 
then lowered until this "particle" could not be passed ©omple·bely through the 
square sieve suri'aoe, and the disten~e of the square o:Jieve surfa,1:H3v s lower 
edge from the ring-stand base (the "clearanoe00 ) was remeasured and reo~~ded. 
The values of s, t, c• 'l'a an.d W (ioeo the length of a side of the sieve open-
ing• the "s:Len.ple:be" thickness., the 1*olearancei• ,$) the pa:rt;iole i,bi©kness and 
the part:Lole Width) we:re then substituted into the for.tIWla.e (31)ii (32)# (34). 
end (36) presented prev.tously, 
A corresponding particle length was computed e.:n.d :re@c1rdedo The % error 
o:C this computed lengbh (relative tao the observed length) was alsi:ii ©omputed 
end reoorcle;.. The wooden pr:t sm was then out shorter and the ent:lre pr,ooedure 
repeated. this was done a number of timeso A neil'iJ' wooden prism was 'l;J:-1en ob-
tained and. the entire procedure repeatedo The results obtained are given in 
Table Vl (pg. 80). 
When it is recalled that no provision was ma.de in the f'oHuulae u~ed for 
the preoieion \d.t'la., which the various quantitiu were measuredD anti that the 
appa.re:bus used. deviated more or less f:tom the ideal,$) the dif.i?ere:uoe between 
the o'baerved. and oa.loule.ted lengths are quite reasonably expla"lni-9d a~ 
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experimental errors of observation., Within these limH:s a.s indicat.e,d hy this 














1.01±0 .. 01 
1.01-±0.01 
TABLE VI . 
RESULTS OBTAINED WITH .THREE::DIMENSIONALSQUARE~APERTUREJ? .SIEVES.(MODELS) 
- •• C " •• -- Ob~e~d-Values- r _, 








































· 1.58±0.01 · 0.11:to.01 
1 • .39.±o.Ol 0.17±().0l 
7. 751:; 0.01 0.50;1:o.01 
2.75;to.01 0.50±0.01 






1.13.:t 0.01 · 15.00±0.0l 
1.13:1:0.01 s.00;1:0.01 
1.13:tO.Ol 6.45±0.0l 
1.13± 0.01 · -2.44±0.0l 








































SIEVE .ANALYSIS - RATE OF S:i:Eir.mG 
· . Ix1:bl:'oduotion 
·Ta.gga.d presents a:n. excellent review o£ some methods :Lu use for calculat... 
1ng th.J ca.pa.city of i,ibra.ting screens. Fiw .methods designated as follows a.re ...... 
. pr$.,ented s 
-~·- · ttoveri'low Method" - A. Do S:t.nd6,D. 
2. "Througb.i'law Method" ... Smith Engineering Wksc 
.. '• · · .ltt.t!crbal...t'eed Metb.od11 - Link-Bal t Coe 
,I._· fllI.'otal..feed Method"• All1s..Ohalme~B Oo.,. 
. 6. "Total.feed Method11 ... Stephene.~damson Coo 
Al.1 fl.Ye methods make use of "basic rates" determined from either E3J'!1PiricaJ. 
equa:t1ona or tables. These basic rat.es · a:re then modified by means of "l'aoto:rs:"' 
~irioa.lly- related to various screen or material partiole oha.raoter:tstios. 
T~e ,taotors" employed in th~ various methods include those related to the 
following oharaote:ristios a· 
1. The sieve aperture 
·2.• Th• percentage "oleartt opening 
.::. , ,, · t. The "intensi 1i',r' of vibration 
·. 4;. The screen lengbh 
6.e, . 'lhe option of square or·.reotangular apex-tures 
a. The "struoku weight density of the material pa.rtioles. 
7. The moistur'e cont'en:b of the material pa.rtiGles 
s. ~e peroentage "oritioal sized" particles in the teed 
. . 
· ~(!-.;,;{;./r};~i;:,;)1:;.-·~~'.~r::', ,,. · :·: .t,: ,:, ·. :· ; l['• 
smw ANALYSIS - RATE OF SIEVmG 
$.. ne percent.age "undersized" material in, ·the screents reject 
· 10. !he perceni;a.ge "oversized" pQ.rtioles in the feed 
11. The percentage "undersized" material in the feed 
12• ~e percentage "ha.J.f'-sized" :ma.teriai in. the feed 
Careful review of the solution to a s~e problem. by the five methods 
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.·· ... ··. ·.···,ihd!Ql.tes. better agreement a.bout the factors determning screen eapaeii;y t:q.a.n 
is apparent from the answers obtained or the equations uaede This is beoaue 
.ea.Ch method ill'V'Olves certain im.plioii:; oonsiderations in addition to those 
explioitly stai;ed in the equations •. None of the me1:.b.ods explieitly «rimsiders 
all et· the •.taci:;orsit listed previoualy; :Yet• except for overlappiug of 
"critical-sized"• •oversized" 11 "un.dersizedtt;; and "half-sized" mterial• all 
methods seem. te consider all the factors• .provided thew are applied by experi-
eneed_designers. 
T~gga.rti concludes:: ffit is apparent from the screen sizes obtained by 
applioa:bion of the various methods• ranging from 18 to 60 square feet of one• 
dedk surface •. that either the experiences of the dii'ferent engineers have been 
:markedly different or the manutaoturers a.re displaying widely separated degrees 
o:t . oonserva.tis:m..112 
Again• foll~ a. mathe:ma.tioaJ. discussion of a spherlfflll par-bi@lets . 
probability for· passing a square opening.- Taggart writes0 111J'nforttmatsJ.y• the 
munbeze and :ns:l:n.tre of the qualificatians tha.i. mast be applied to t.his me.th.emati-
··oal analysis in a.etiml screening are such that no approa.eh to a practieal 
measure ot eapaoity' by a modification. of it ha.s yet been made~"3 
2 ~aggan• ER!. Git •. ,. P• 7 ... s9. 
I Tagga.rh• E!e, cit., P• '1-02. 
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Thus., the ine:x:perienoed designer for whom an explicit design procedure 
would have a maximum. value is .forced to choose between a rwt entirely satis-
factory lfpracticaltt method and an entirely inadequate Ii-theoretical'~ method .. 
The difference between the nTheoretical'' and the flprao'tioa11~ solutions 
will vanish when both are developed to a satisfactol7 degree. Si:tv.:;e 'the 
theoretical approach follows a logical patter.n., and simJe it su.ff'ers from 
obvious defects., it will be developed somewhat in thi12l papero 
The Problem 
Our ultimate goal is to find equations to predir;t vvithin presmdbed limits 
of accuracy the rate at -whioh perfectly defined ool1e4;3tions o.t"" part:i.('!les lrlB.Y 
pass (or be rejected from) perfectly defined screens without reference to other 
data0 
A most important factor in determination of screen capacity is that of' 
relative particle and. screen dimensions0 A partiole cannot: be adequately 
defined by spaoifi,eation of a single dimension alone0 The orientation of the 
particle relative to the screen surface is also most i:mp1;;irtant .. 
Probabilities In Screening 
;tf ''chance rules the approach of a particle to hole ~:.ir i:m;pe:rf'orate sur ... 
faoe"4, and if all possible partiole or:1.entatiens are equally pro'bable9 ell.d if' 
the passage of the partiole through the hole or imperfora:be sm'.f'at~e i~ pos ... 
sible :for only some of the possible particle orientations.9 'h11e probability of 
the particlets passage through the screen will be equal to ·the ratio o.f 
fffavorable'' particle orienta:bions to ·all particle orie:n.tations 0 
4 Taggart,. ~ ci"bo, P• 7 ... 01 
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From consideration of figure (1) on page 26 it is evident that relatively 
long particles must turn at an angle of o( I! or a larger angle to the horizontal 
in order to pass through the sieve opening;. 
If a single point in the particle is restricted to a fixed position in 
space, the locus of particle positions nat an angle of ~t.or a larger angle 
to the horizontal" (when the baffle is entirely removed) is a spherical 
segment (two spherical segments for assymetrical particles) and the locus of· 
all possible particle positions is a hemisphere (or sphere for assymetrical 
particles). The probability of the fixed position then being a favorable 
position will be measured by the ratio of "clear opening" area to total sur-
face area.. The probability of the particle's passing the sieve v1ill be the 
product of these two ratios. 
whioh may be simplified to: 
(% "clear" area) 
P = h (% 11 cleuir't area) 
tr 
From geometrical considerations 





whence the probability of the particle's passing; the screen, P, may be vvritten 
as: 
P = 1 - cos (90-<{) (% nclearu area) = (1 - Sil:lclfJ (% nolear" area) (48) 
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<Xe is cl.eterid.JJ.ed by the relative values of the pa:rnicle• s thiolm.ess and 
its width .. the diaJ:llater of the round ~perture• and the thiekness of the sieve-
plate. An equation expressing the relationship between these variables has 
been presented (Equation ·39 p.o 29}. It is repeated here {slightly modified) 
for eonvenience:· 
"'/2 2 T t 
, V d - W = sin t;\'e ... '1G{ OCe .. 
Upon solving for sin «c we obtain: 
sin OCe ~. TVd2 - w2 ::t 6 tr1/d2 - w2 - (T2 - t2r)) 
'd2 -w2 + t2r 
(39); 
(39...A) 
It may be delDOnstrated that the probabilities tor spherical particles 
passing through round openings of diameter one inch are exactly the SSJ119 as 
those tabulated in Table I 41 P• 7-02• of Taggartts Hand.book,!!, Mineral Dress-
ing tor spherical partioles passing through square openings., one inch on a 
side. These values a.re reproduced in Table VII below with eo:mparable values 
calculated from equations (48} and (39...A.}o 
Consideration of Table VII shows that the shape of the particle is often 
ii~; important as the relative size of.the partiolets "intermediate diameter" 
and the sieve aperture. There is little reliable evidence to favor the pro-
posed ffieQry or to prove it wrong beyond the statement of Taggart5 that "feed 
factors affecting u:adersize recoevery are:: ~ (d) sla.bby or needlelike 
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TABLE VII 
Size oi' Probable Chance per 1000 for Unrestricted 
Grain, 1/n~ Passage Through in. Circular Opening 
in. (Thickness., tr= 0.,1 d.) 
Sphere Right l?risms of' Rectangular Section 
T=W T = w/2 T = W/4 T = 0 
0.001 998 898 898 899 899 
0.01 980 889 894 897 899 
0.1 810 802 850 875 900 
0.2 640 698 798 849 .~ 898 
0.3 490 589 741 817 896 
o.4 360 471 679 784 892 
o.5 250 337 605 '744 885 
0.6 160 180 516 694 
I 
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0.1 90 6 398 625 861 
o.a 40 0 227 522 835 
0.9 10 0 0 315 775 
0.95 2.5 0 0 97 695 
0.99 0.1 0 0 0 422 
0.999 0.001 0 0 0 87 
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Careful fractionation of material aeoording t@ the pl'(;)@edm•e outlined in 
the section on separation of seed mixtures .f'ollmAJ'ed by rate studies should 
indioate the value of fue theory., 
It may well require modification of the assumption that wall possible 
particle orientations are equally probe.blew (p& Ii) an.d <0:f' the a.sisertion that 
"the probability of the fixed position then being a fav@rable pod'tion 'Will be 
measured l>T'ii.he ratio of "@lear openingR' area t.® total sut":f'acie area00 (p. 84) 
to make the predictions of this tb.~ry approa©h experimental facts wh®n th.He 
facts are availableo 
The presentation of this naterlal is justified by it~ indi©ation of the 
means by which the "relatio:r::i.ship between sieve d:i,mensions and. partide dimen-
sions• ean be used "to find equations t@ predi©t within presorl.bed li.mits of 
acouraoy the rate at 'Which perfectly defined @olleotions of pa:i.»ti@les may pass 
(or be rejected from) perfectly de.fined sereens 'Withoti:t re:f'eren©e to ·other dateJ~~. 
(p. U). 
If the square openings of figures (2) and (3) ppo 27 md 28 are ©onside?"ed 
it is apparent that a degree of' assy:mmstry i$ in:br@dimed by fue nature of the 
sieve ope:ning and particle orientation :m2:,y vary from ha:ving the parbi@lells liong 
axis parallel to a side of the square to ha1rlng this a.xis par~,llel tc a diag-
onal of the squ..are ope.n.ingo If. we designate the 1,inialles't; angle bet.olllJ'een a side 
of the square opening and a verti©al plane ©ontaini:ng the parti@le 'ls long axis 
as B.- the nangle of horizontal approa@h80 g. and if' we des:ignate th<Ei angle beween 
the parbiole 11 s second longest axis of s;y:n:anetl"Y and the horizontal (:sieve) 
plane as _..the "angle of rotati@n~,11 we may say that for the ease ©fa right 
prismatic partiele or rectangular cz·oss-se:crbion pa£3sing a square Sl:t~ opem.ng9 
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o( • the "eritioal angle o:f inclination" of the pari~le1 s long axis to the 
(horizontal) sieve plane is dependent on B9 r9 T9 W9 s., and ti> 'the angles of 
"horizoui.al approach" and of ttrotation"., the particle• s th.1.oknesg and widthl> 
and the length of a side and the thickness of the square apert'U.l"'e respectivec,. 
ly., this should lead to an equation analogous to equation (39-=iA)' :for dei'i:niei 
tion of for this oaseo This eqt:1.ation has not been derivedo 
'The Zone Concept -------
In i'ts usual applications sieve a.na.lysis consists of' a n1,1.mber of stept0 
First. it is not unusual for the particle to .fall from a higher s.rsreen ( or a 
distributor under the influence of gravity and with only the resista:o,©e of 
air friction,; this process is well understood and may for :me.Icy' shapes o.f solids 
be predicted rather accurately. Second9 the undersize parti~l® :im:l.$t work its 
way through a layer of oversize particles a.n.d particles similar ta i tseli' t.e 
as are induced in the particles in:volired by shaking or vi,brating a«rt.ions,11 and 
frictional and statie forces between parti~les. This se@ond phase o.f' the pr@@~ 
ess my be considered as passage through a Wsieve" ®«:llmprised of the intersti@eai 
of the particles foi,ning the "bedvvo ThirdD for lll8.tlY partit§ll®iBc it i~ ne@essa.1:",r 
for "bb.e particle to asstm1e a favorable orie:ntationw.i:bh. respe~t to the sieve 
opening while actil:Jg under -the influen()e of the S!!IJ!le .f'or©es eDJ.lll'll.7~ted abwe 
£or the .second pa.b.se of its passage. Fourth, it :m:ust a~taally pass through 
the sieve aperture under the forces of gravity9 fri©tional f.or©e~ 9 i:W.d pos~i= 
ble inertial 8J'ld. mechani.oal forces of sieve=particle intera,::rt;io:n., 
The fate of an oversize pa.rtiole depends upon the natU'l;'a of t...°11.e s©reen ... 
ing operation. In a batwi opera.tio.u such a.s is involved i:n testing sieve.Ill 
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the particle certainly passes through the free-falling phase 111Ti:bh the under-
sized particles; it may or may not pass th.rough the second and third phases 
outlined £or the undersized particle,; it certainly does not pass t.rirougb. the 
fourbh phase of behavior described above for the undersized parti~leo While 
these remarks apply equally well to continuous operation the trans.fer o:f' the 
oversized particle parallel to the screen surface constitutes another step in 
the process while its ultimate rejection is the 1•1nal step., 
Azr:, region in whioh the particles being sieved are subje@ted to a definite 
set of f'o~ess will be called a sieve .... zone. The zones corresponding to the 
phases of' particle behavior outlined above will be designated as (1) the free-
falling zone• (2) the stratification zoneb (3) the orientation Z'l)ne» (4) the 
undersize aperture-passage zoneD and (5) the oversize rejection zone0 Some 
overl~pping is probable J the statification and orientation zones may consti-
tute a single reg:i.on-.oversize (and undersize) trans.fer parallel to the 
screen surface occur in this region in addition to tJie unde:rsize transfer 
normal to the screen surfaces.,, Transition zones between the major zones are 
highly- probable. 
The relative m.ag;nitu.des of trans.fer rates in the vari~us zones are of 
primary importance in the analy-sis of sieving problemso It is likely th.at 
one or more zones may be neglected in most pr®blems and onily one zone con-
sidered in some problems without affecting the accuracy of the analysis. 
From consideration of a single particle which is subjected te f~roe ©o:mbi.na.-
tions we should e::x:pect to obtain rates of' motion expressed as diBtan©e per 
unit tim.e. A practical equation of.' this nature has yet to be found,; certain 
factors whiob. will enter into such an equation are listed. in the f'ollGW'.i.ng 
para.graphs. 
SIEVE ANALYSIS ~ RA.TE OF SIEVING 
The probabili t;y of a single particle z s pazs:lng ·i:;ri.'ffoug;h a fl:lngl,i'J sieve 
opening has alreaey been dis10ussedo Reason d:icta'l,es ftu,,-t;her th.a{:; i::n.c:t"easi:r.l.g 
the number of particles,!) the nurrt"ber of siew.,.,openi:r...gsv cJ1!? the :n:u:n1ber gf sieve..., 
partiole oontaots should 0ause cha:nges in the average rate ijf transfer. per 
shape8 size and density& The :number of sieve=opeulngtSt is a :f.'U".1":rbion i)f the 
sieve charaoteristioso The number of siEnrer=paJfti@le ©on;taetii: dependBi both on 
particle chara.oteristios and the natt'!X'e o:e the ze:r>ee~'irs :rr101t:lo1'10 
The vibration indu.eed in the pazo·ti@les as a f'$SuJ;t of' the Bk'rr>ea:r::i. vlbra.,. 
tion is usually a noticeably differen:t ilibra:tiori.o The i.n©li:nat.;io:n cv.f ·the 
screen to the horizontal may be e:x:pooted to e:x:erl, an e:f'i'ecrt; on ·bhe :r.'elative 
parallel and normal particle transfer rateso These :f'a~ts ma"y· be 'bet·te~".' 
visualized by constructing diagram,s of parti~le trajecs1·l:;0:t:';1eso D1;1.1le Valle6 
presents equations f'or eo:mputi:ng sutih partielia t'.1:"aje10,t,".'.lb'ies,!} bc:f!:{h. in its gen= 
eral f'orm and for the parlit,ilar problem of heavy sphe:::>ic:3t3.1 p:a.rb:lea1<B2t in aiiro 
Once the partiole trajectory aci?~oss t.ihe srrreen i.iBJ vlsu.alized it, se,eiw.BJ apparenl-
that the number of sieve=par-1.;iole -aonta()'tS vr:nl be gt::nret"l1ed lzya the relatbre 
magnitudes of the period of' the pal"ti@l® 1ribra:t:V.m a:rni 'line s,xr,9en. l,3ngt;J:10 
Probability of passage t:hl"ough "t.b.e Sif,';ree:n, ilil probably a £a,Jt,,::.:r.:· h.ec:"e as well 0 
Once the eqi.ntions oi"' pa:r-1:d@le m.Gi,i©n ha:re 'been obtai.:r1.ea. tfhey :may bei 
combined with the ti equation of continui ty11g t,;!l yiel. 1 i a:ri eg;tia·l;;;!i,r;,n 1:r.r-:;'ro1·1¥ing a. 
rate expressed as partioles peir unit tim!!i (t::ir.l.l o:f" ,o,0U!'se 0 w·e:tgh.t; par ·wx:1:t 
tiloo ~ or volUllle per unit ti,:me).. This is the mo:re usabl® :t>a;b,:, ut,"?1.illly Stlught 
in sieve designo 
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~ Equation 2.!. Con-bin;cd;v 
and dx9 the differential side parallel to the s@reeno ~t U~ ma.d Uy X'epresent 
the; components of parli@le velo<iJi'&,y in the x and y fil:re@'t':Lons a..ud if.'.~s'rone no 
parbioles of the specified sizeo 
the rate at whi~h parhioles enter the se@tio:.rs. it~ mro~icy"o- A'',, the opp@si te faoe9 
the rate at whioh parti@les leave. the ·se®tion is& 
Uy and. j:he rate at whio'h partirtlles enter ti'.he se©tion is C\Tll11;11rbi:0 Nu t;h® op= 
posi ~ f acn:3D, the rate at vr.hi@h pru."·bi('}l@ lea,re ·!;;he se©"1"'io:n 
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Substituting these values into the general :material balroices Input -
output .. Accumulation = 0)(.roJ/i simplifying gives us z 
= 0 (49) 
This .is a general equation to be used f'or anl;l.lysis of s<Cireen:ing problem.so 
By se~µig the first term equal to zero we obtain the equation for continuous 
steady-state screening operationso On the other ha:nd.s, by re,bai:ni.ng this first 
term and setting the thi.):'.d term equal to zero we obtain 1tfu.e equa.tion for batch .... 
type Qr testing-sieve operationo 
Controlled Orientati.on 
The importance of favorable sieve-particle orie:nt:a:tion has been pointed 
out repeatedly,. No oo:tn:merically intporta.nt ~hines employ devices .for promot ... 
ing or controlling the sieve-particle orientationo Certain experiments were 
performed to indicate the possible utilization of' suoh devices¢ 
Two cardboard boxes were made as shown in figure ( 44) (pgo · 93.) ,i;. They 
were as nearly identical as was praticable in every detail ex0ept +.Jie portion 
containing the single slot; in one box this portion was made flat.?. eol""respond--
ing roughly, with the conventional type of screen or '1 gritzlyuu i in. ·bhe other 
box the vertex of the trougho A definite number of pal;'ti@les were irrbroduoed 
into one of the boxes0 · The bo:x: was th.en simply rotated about a:n axis parallel 
to the slot in it allowing the particles to fall first upon t,he slotted por-
tion and ihen away from it. The revolutions were carefully oounted and when 
a pariiole passed through the slot.11 the number of pa:rtioles passed and the 
cumulative number of revolutions from the starting point were recorded0 The 
particles were oolleoted and the e:x:-periment repeated i.:i,Si:ng the omer box0 
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The experiment was 
performed five times with 
each box with ten needles; 
five times with each box with 
the first ten of thirty 
needles; five times in each 
box with ten flat cardboard 
plates, approximately three-
quarters of an inch square 
and eight one-thousands of 
an inch thiek; and once with 
each box with the first ten 
of sixty-six cardboard 
plates (s:iJD.ilar in dimensions 
to those mentioned above). 
The average period (number 
of revolutions) of particle 
passage relative to the most 
rapid particle passage 
(absolute value= two-tenths 
revolution per particle passed) 
Figure 44 
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for each case is listed in Table VIII (p. 94)o While it is impossible to draw 
any far-reaching conclusions from such meagre data, it is felt that i:he results 
are indicative of several facts. In some oases controlled orientation might 
lead to marked increase in the rate of sievingo 
exert a marked influence on the rate of sieving. 
Particle concentrations may 
Where a particle orienting 
94. 
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dmO& s~s as a partilll.e o.oncen·l;rating device the advru1.tages of' oontrolled 
orientation might be ou-i..weighed by the disadva:ntages of par-1:;iole in·t-erferenoe 
due te high partiole·o.onoentrationo 
Efficiency !!£..Sieving 
No really satisfactory definition of ef:f:ioierwy of sie1ri:ng has been 
framed; lli!ti.ther has complete ag,;t:'eement bee:n. reached among various designers 
as to what factors comprise sievi.n.g effioienoyo None of' the def'fal.:i:bions 
ourrently used consider i:he work input to the sieving :m.aol1ir.1.1c3 0 
TABIE VIII 
PARTICIE PASSAGE PERIODS FOR PI.ATES AND RODS WITH 
CONTROLLED AND RANDOM PARTICLE ORIENTATIONS 
1st Ten Ten 1st Ten o:f: 
Ten of Thirt'y Flat Sixty=Six 
Sieve l'foedles lifoedlea Plates Flat Plat,-3s 
Trough-bottomed 1 1 ll 16 
Flat-bottomed 41 9 645 69 
To oorreot for the short...comings of e:r..isting defin.1:tions of" sieving 
efficiency we propose the follmfing definition.., Sieving effioie:r.i.6y is the 
ratio of effective sieve-partiole oontaots to all sieve=parti0le eo:n.tatrts. 
An effecrl:iive sieve-particle corrbact is one which d.etermir1es t1orrectly and 
finally the olassification of a particle as above or below a c\Srtain size0 
The final olassif'ioation of the particle as 0versize or un.dersize can be aocom,,, .. 
plished only by removal of the particle .from the screeno Su@h a de.f'ini tion 
focuses attention on the classification f'm1.©tion of the screw. :i.n contrast to 
the separation i'unetion usually oonsiderede 
To the ratio of undersize material in the screen u.:nderflmv t© undersize 
material in· the screen feed we suggest the term degree of separs:bion be appliedo 
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Positive Rejection E.£_ Oversize 
The oonventio:nal screening ma.chine is very inefficiant in i,e r.m.s of the 
effioienoy definition proposed in t he preceding section due to the fact that 
oversized particles may oontaot the screen thousands of times before being 
finally rejected. To over-
oome this definienoy the ap-
paratus shClm in .figure ( 45) 
was dmsed and built. It 
consisted of two six inch 
rollers each moimted in a 
"ha.1£-box"• a sloping plat.form. 
and a crank attached to one of 
the rollers. 
O:ce of' the rollers was 
turned a.way from the other ( at 
their, tops) while slate rook 
was fed onto the rollers near 
their upper ends• the flat . 
partial.es turned up on edge 
with the thin ones passing 
between the rollers into a 
Figure 45 
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tra.y and the tbiok ones sliding down and off t he l ower- end.s of the rollers into 
a box provided. The operation seemed satisfactory from the standpoint of both 
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because changes in bearings and meo.b.:anis:m :f'or tC!.l"rtlttg both. rolle?'s are @an.es 
tem;platede 
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SIEVE ANALYSIS - NATURE OF PARTICLES 
The nature of a thing my be d.e.fined1 as t 11The inhere:i:rl; or na.tu.ral 
qualities of the thing,; those peouliar ah.araeteristios and attribute~ which 
serve to distinguish one thing from another"• 
Particle '!my be defined2 as:: ''A minute part; or portion of matter. of an 
aggergation of whioh the 'Whole mass consists,; an atom.D a moleeule~. 
The term. particle has been used by physicists at~ levels to apply to 
discreet individual unitso Quanta0 eorpusclest> and pho-bons are described as 
"light pai--tielesu'. The ever growing list of "atomio particles" in0ludes 
and neutrettos. The common "cheroieal particles include ions 0 atomst> moleeules 0 
and micelles., The "colloidal" partiol.es are Ooll:mlO:nly und.erst0od t~ im.elude 
all particles having sizes be tween about 00 511>,tl and Oc,2/J. o The ter.m. 
ttmieromerities" has been defined as the •technology of .fine particles"; it is 
"limited to particles ranging from 10-l to 105 miorons"3 0 
Moreover• substances of' selective restrictiveness are lmawn for many o:f: 
these particles. Many interesting ru:i.alogies between well-knmvn phenomena. and 
sieving or filtering might be dravmJ e.g0 -polarization of light by a pane of' 
glass, optical filters. refraction phenomena.. refleetion phenomena9 and d.if.., 
fraction phenomena; use of screen-grids in "electronic ta.bestt; experiments· on 
penetrating power of atomic particles; d,yalysis of 0<0lloidal suspensions,; and 
permeability of metals to gaseso 
l Prof. Morris" Charles•~~ Revised Eneyclopaedio D:i.otionaryo 
2 Prof. Morris• Charles•~~ 
3 Dalle Valle., Mioromeritiosi P• 3• 
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However; .. most of these particles lie outside the soope o:f this paper whioh 
is primarily intended to deal with particles in the upper por·bion of' the 
nmicromeritic" range. If' v,re restrict our discussion to such particle~, some 
further classifioation is still possible~ 
Paricles may be classified as solid or :f'lu.ido Only solid pa.rtioles are 
to be considered here. A reasonably extensive mathema:tioal t.hem-y of solids 
e:x:istso Solid parlicles may be rigid., elastic or• plastico We li:mit our atten ... 
tion to rigid solid partialeso 
Rigid solid particles may "be homogeneous or he:oorogeneousJ> e:cystalline 
or non-crystalline., isotropic or a:rdsotropio.; These di:f'f'ere:n:f. classes nll aot 
alike 'V'ihen a particle of a .fixed sizeD shape and density of ea0h class is 
classified by a given sieve., They are oonvenientp however» in ·bhe prediction 
of partiole propertieso 
The aSSUJ!lPtion was :made that a rigid solid. parlicleis beha.v:ior oould be 
approxi:mated by the behavior of a rectangular parellopiped in whieh the parti= 
ole ~ould just be inscribedo Practiaally,p, this was sta·bed:O nthe 'behav-lor o:f' 
a rigid solid parti~le oan be approximated by the behavior of the leas·t; box in 
which the paritole can be put. This assumption lends added interest to the 
following quotation from the Encyclopaedia Brl:tam:ucai4 
"- Further.more. the fact that any solid can be apprc;:x:i:ma:ted 'to as closely 
as desired by a polyhedral solid adds to the i:mportanoe or the theory of suoh 
solids to a stuey of solids in general,; A precise fornru.la"bion of the f'act just 
alluded to is the following$ If' S denotes any solids then there exists· a se .... 
quenoe of polyhedral solids 9 P1 tt Pz.11 P3 .il °' ., <>J> Pn.o such that; every point of 
the solid Pn is a point of the intevior of' S and also of t;he in.te:rior of the 
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solid Pn+l ~ and ~fy poin:t of the interior of S is a poi:n:"I; of the interior oi' 
a polyhedral solid Pm of the sequence..,,,. ... ??°' 
The soienoes 0£' crystallography and :m.i:l::i.era.logy are relatively old a.n.d 
highly developed siliienoest') The first deals for the most part '1l'Ji t..h. the study or 
homogene{1t'l.S crystalline solidso The limitations on -!:;his olassf°i©~:f.,,'i,on of' ccys-
< O • jJ s tals is indicated by the f'ollOViring quotation f'rom. the Enoy,~lo12a.sdia Bn tann:tea: : 
nThe aotual .for.m,11 or 11habi t" of ocystals may vary widely in d..i..fferent 
crystals of the sa..'!00 substan.ce .11· these d.i.f'ferenoes dep~nd:ing largely on the 
conditions under whialt the grovr!:.b. has taken placeo The niaterial may have ccys= 
tallized from a fused mass or from a solu.tion3 and in the la.tter oase the 
sol vent may be of different ld.nds and may oontain ot'.b.er suhsta:noes in solution.!! 
or the temperature may vary6 Caloii;;e a±'fords a good example of' a s·ubsta..T1oe 
crystallizing in vddely different habitssi but all crystals are referable to 't.he 
same type of sy.m.-rn.etry and may be reduced to tfhe same fundamental f ol°ln6 
When. crystals are aggregated t©gethert> and so inter£ei"'e with each othe:rlls 
growth" special structures and ex"l:;er:nal shape13 o:f'ten resul t 8 1,vhi@h are some ... 
Mineralogy deals f'or the most part w.i th heterogeneoua crystalline zolid.s 
in the ,s1•ys·ballographic sense just mentionedo Classifioo:bion o.t' orystals as 
isotropic or a.nistropio is fo!."' the most part au optit3al olaissif'i@a.tion little 
affecting i:heir external .for:rr.i. 
The value o:f: crystallog:raplrlc oonsiderations in pr.edi~ti:ng external 
form of solids in conju.n.ction lid.th solution of sievi:ng prob1e:m.s :ls very li:mitedo 
Nevertheless~ it should be oonsidered0 
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Th.e terms aoioular and tabular have long been used to designate crysta1 
shapes in a qualitative sense'> R.eoentlyD a:n. effort has bee-.1.1 made to add. an 
exaot qua.ntita.ti,re significanoe to the ta:.t'l11Se6D798 1it9 The mtureo:f the qua.n,,.. 
tif'ioo:tion is oontroversialD but the artiieu.es :m.e.n.tioned more or less agree 
upon t.b.e dependenoe of the t.e:r:m.s upon three f'undruru:mta.i: (limensio:nso It is 
these three dimensions whioh we have desigr::i.ated as iuthi:0knessff I) ~dthn an.d. 
"lengbhw in this papal"o 
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The references directly quoted in t;his paper have been lie.t;ed i:n ·the 
All we ©are to claim is a thorough ,;;;arryi.ng out;, ,c;f tlb.e p:ro:1gi':"a.U1 outlined 
'!in ffie·re:ma:inder of th;is ©hapter., 
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The libraries' periodicals' indexes were consulted and a card file of 
available articles was separated from the original fileo These articles were 
then read and notes were :made of their oontento 
Ref'erenoe Works 
The following list of' handbooks and general references listed in the set 
of' instructions £urnished by the ohenrl,c.al engineering d.epartm.an:t1 w·ere eons1..1lt... 
ed: I 
,, 
1. Interna'f:;io:p.al Cri"t,ioal Tables 
-2. Perry (Chenrl.oal.-Engineers v Har.t.dbook) 
3(1 - Thorpe (and Watt) ~Dictionary of Applied Chem:i.stcy) 
4. Ullman (Enzyk!opadie der Technisohen Chemie) 
5. Chemical Rubber Co. (Handbook of Chemistry and Physics) 
6. Glazebrook (Dictionary of Applied Physics) 
7 • Kent ( and Marks) Mechanical Engineering) 
This list was supplemented by the following works listed in ]lh.:tdge2 :· 
1. Encyclopaedia American 
2. Encyclopaedia Brita.nm.cs 
3. Oompton~s Pictured Encyclopedia 
4. World Book 
5. New Century Dictionary 
6. Standard Dictionary 
7. Ox:f'.ord English Dictionary 
8. Condensed Chemical Dictionary 
9.. Gardner, William, Chemical synonyms and trade names 
10. Raqkh, Chemical Diotionary 
11. Kingzett, Chemical Encyclopaedia. 
12. Chemioal Engineering Catalog 
13~~ Liddell, Ha:ndbook of Chemical Engineering 
14. Taggart, Handbook of Ore=dressi:ng 
1 Regulations Governing the Pursual of Study Leading to the M. Se Degree 
in Chemical Engineering at Oklahoma. Agricultural & Mechanical Collegeb mim-
eographed, undated and unsigned. 
2 Mudge, To Ge~ Guide to Reference Books~ Sixth Edition0 Chicago: 
American Library Association";-'1936 (with supplements through 194,6) 
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Textbooks.9 Monographs ~ Theses 
The textbooks examined were those of the wr:liBr's own library and includ-
ed: 
l.. Walker II Lewis II MaA.d.a:rns~ and Gilliland 
2. B edger and McCabe 
3o Shreve 
4o Tyler" Chemical Engineering Economics 
50 Vilbra.ndt., Chemical Engineering Plant Design 
6. Brow.n. and Associates. Chemical Engineering 
No monographs on the subject were discovered in the libraries searched. 
Theses of Oklahoma A & M College were exa:mi.ned., 
All abstracted patents were checked in the official Gazette of the u. S0 
Patent O.ffiee. 
The publications of the u. So Bureau of Standards were examined in detail 
insofar as ihey were availableo~ 
Books 
The card catalogs of the following librar~es were cllecked against the list 
used for periodical literature& 
lo Oklaho:rm. A & M College Library II Stillwater O Oklahoma 
2. Little Rook Public Library., Little Rock11 Arkansas 
· ~~ . Univetsity of Arkansas Chemistry Library8 Fayet't;eville 0 Arkansas 
... ·•. 441 . Tµlsa Public Library 9 Tulsa.11 Oklahoma 
~ •, , 
Accidentally Obtained Material 
Several articles on sieves or sieving were called to our attention by 
friends. Others were obtained in non-technical reading,11 extraneous -bo our 
plaJmed literature survey. There were catalogued with the other ma:berial in 
the card file. 
Corres~ondenoe 
Letters were exchanged with several manufaoturer,cs representatives who 
provided. some usable i:n:for.mationb Letters were also exchanged 'With.at least 
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one industrial research director 6on@e?'tling applicationse 
It was felt that in v:iffill' of the material at hand a separate publication 
of the bibliography was advisableo This su:rmn.a.ry was inolu.ded in this paper 
· to spare any interested reader the effort of dupliicating; the sea:rt:Jho 
Bibliograph;z 
Mudge,p T. Go Guide ta, Referen~e Booksp Si:x:th Edi"l:;ionso (J/:tleagwt· America.ll 
Library Assoeiat!onD 1936 6vith supplements through 1946) a 
~ous 0 Regulations Governin.g; ~ Ptirsual .£!: !tu;iY, !:!_eadi!_~ ~ .~ ,!2. ~ 
Degree ~ Ohemioal En · neerin a:t Oklahoma Ag;rl©ul ~~ ! .!!@ha.ni oal 
Collegee Mimeographed not dated) . 
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